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Faculty, students debate race
World/National relations at Mondav’s forum
Ron Brown eulogized
J

WASHINGTON -A week of mourning that consumed much of official Washington andsawCommerceSecretaryRonald
H. Brown become a national symbol of
personal achievement and racial bridgebuilding came to a close Wednesday with a
memorial service in which sorrow gave
way to ebullient memories of Brown’s life.
“The Bible tell us, ‘though we weep
through the night, joy will come in the
morning,”’said President Clinton, who gave
the eulogy. “Ron Brown’s incredible life
force brought Us all joy in the morning. No
darknight could ever defeathim. And as we
remember him, may we always be able to
recover his joy. For this man loved life and
all the things in it.”

US citizens evacuated

WASHINGTON - US military helicopters evacuated 61 Americans and more
than 200 other foreigners from Liberia on
Wednesday, but officials said that amid
continuing fighting other Americans are
having difficulty reaching the fortified US
Embassy compound where the flights are
originating.
With the capital of Monrovia still tense
despite a partly effective cease-fire that
began late Tuesday night, the US government pledged to evacuate all Americans
who want to leave civil-war-torn Liberia.
.
“Our first priority is the evacuation of
American citizens,” said StateDepartment
spokesman Nicholas Burns. “We are assisting the nationals of other countries on a
space-available basis.”
Burns said the US Embassy, reinforced
by a contingent of Navy SEAL commanwill remain open until all American
civilians who want to go have been able to
do so. After that, the Clinton administration will decide whether embassy staff
should be evacuated.

by SARAH ROSEN
Daily Staff Writer

Due to a recent perception of campus
racial tension, students and administrators
organized a seminar on Monday evening
entit!ed, “Beyond Melanin: Why Are We
Afraid to Talk About Race?” University
President John DiBiaggio and Vice President of A r t s , Sciences, and Technology
Melvin Bernstein attended this campuswide dialogue on race-related issues.
DiBiaggio began the seminar with his
remarks. “This University has a commitment to diversity because it is emotionally
sound, morally right, and pragmatically
necessary,” he said. Concerning the student
protest which arose after culture representatives were removed from the Senate in
February, DiBiaggiosaid, “We are amicrocosm of society and we reflect attitudes
growing in society.”
Bernstein, who helped to organize the
dialogue, spoke about his own experiences
at ColumbiaUniversity in the 1960s.“We’re
at a different time,” he said. “The country
has become quite different.”

Bernstein reaffirmed the University’s
commitmentto diversity. “We are committed to change,” he said.
Associate Dean of the Colleges Jean
Wu, Sociology professor Paul Lopes, and
History Professor Gerald Gill spoke about
the historical and sociological implications
of race in society.
Wu discussed race relations, saying,
“Being in a state of conflict is neither positive or negative, it just is.
“Dialogue can lead to deepened misunderstanding and mistrust. It could also transform our lives,” she continued. “Transformation comes from being open to change.”
Wu said families shy away from discussion about the topic of race, and that teachers are not given formal training in how to
deal with the topic. “Society does not give
us a way to talk about race,” she said.
Daily file Photo
Lopes provided definitions for “race”
Vice
President
Melvin
Bernstein
.
and “ethnicity” in order, he said, to give the
terms more clarity. Race, he said, is a catThese are not natural categories, Lopes
egory that defines groups and a term given said. “It is important to see that these are
by both the group itself and the rest of
society.
see DIALOGUE, page 8

Senate prepares
to conclude its
year next week
by PETE SANBORN
Daily Editorial Board

Jt.1.;.

Abortion bill vetoed
WASHINGTON -Maintaining a consistent abortion-rights record, President
Clinton Wednesday vetoed legislation that
would have outlawed a rare procedure that
is used to end late-stage pregnancies.
Clinton had said he could allow the ban
only if it containedan exception for women
who faced serious health consequences.
The procedure, called “partial-birth
abortions” by its opponents, has become a
fiercely divisive election-year issue. Abortion opponents have provided gruesome
details and diagrams of the procedure.
Had Clinton signed the legislation, it
would have been the first ban of an abortion
procedure since the Supreme Court legalized it more than two decades ago in Roe v.
Wade.

Materialfrom theLosAngeles7imes- Washington Post News Service was used to compile these News Briefs.
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God Street Wine and their rise to success,
Boston Common is great, and get psyched for
the marathon on Monday.
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Men’s lacrosse loses to Bowdoin, women’s
softball has uneven record, and how the West
will be won this week in the NBA.

-

God Street Wine played Tuesday night at Paradise. Read about
the group’s performance in Weekender.

Faculty award created
The Center for Teaching and
Advising (CENTA) and Dean of
the Colleges Walter Swap have
created two new awards for excellence in teaching, the University
announced this week.
Known as the Undergraduate
Initiative for Teaching (UNITE)
awards, they will be presented to
full-time junior faculty members
who have distinguished themselves with their work in theclassroom. CENTA recently teamed
with theFaculty Research Awards
Committee (FRAC) to present
awards to Tufts faculty who promote innovative approaches to
teaching.

The UNITE awards will carry
acash stipendof an undetermined
sum. Winners of the award must
demonstrate excellence in teaching and advising, concern for students’ academic and personal
growth, and the ability to show
passion and enthusiasm for their
field of study.
While the CENTA/FRAC
awards honor long-standing faculty members, usually tenured
professors, the UNITEawards will
serve to honor the teaching and
advising efforts of untenured
members of the faculty. Winners
will be announced on April 27.
-by Gregory Geiman

On Monday night, the Tufts Community Union (TCU)
Senate held an abbreviated penultimate meeting in preparation for the close of the year.
The Senate held Open Forum, then took a recess in order
to attend the “Beyond Melanin” race relations forum held in
Cabot Auditorium. Senate Vice President Andi Friedman
said, “It was really positive for us to be there as a Senate. It is
important that we show that we want to be a part of the
solution.’’
Following the forum, the Senate reconvened in the Large
ConferenceRoom of the Campus Center and discussed issues
including the upcoming student referendum on the constitution.
Senate President Ancy Verdier said, “I would like to really
push the constitution. I think we should really try to take this
burden off next year’s Senate and future Senates to come. This
is our final hurrah. We need to push this as best as we can.”
Parliamentarian Stacy Goldberg said, “If we want to pass
the constitution this year we have to make a conscious effort
to reach out to all of our constituents. We really have to work
hard and work together.”
Goldberg said, “I met with [Committeeon Student Life] on
Wednesday and they approved the Constitution 7-0-0 with
some minor changes. Most of the changes were word choice
and grammatical. CSL passed it and the [Tufts Community
Union Judiciary] passed it.”
Verdier also commended the Senate on its achievements
during the year. “The Senate has done a tremendous job. I
would like to end it with a healthy goal -that we passed the
constitution,” he said.
In other business, Senator Susie Choi announced that she
had made progress on improving the safety shuttle for next
year. She said, “We are getting the shuttle to run as an efficient
andreliable service. We are also going to try to fix the hour gap
between 6 and 7 p.m.”
Choi also announced that a new and larger shuttle may be
purchased for next year. “Most importantly we talked about
getting a new shuttle and having it be more efficient and get
there on time,” Choi said.
Currently, the shuttle holds 15 passengers. According to
Choi, the new shuttle would hold between 20 and 24 passengers. The new shuttle could be in place by next fall.
Verdier announced that the Elections Board (ELBO) had
decided to expand the dates of the elections for the constitution and the general elections for the Senate. Originally to be
held on just April 18, elections will now be held on April 19
as well. The presidential election will now be held on Thursday, April 25.
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The path less traveled
by John O’Keefe

As if it isn’t bad enough that the Wessell/Tisch
Library entrance changes more often than Tufts Connect gets a phone bill right, the powers that be on
campus have now decided that the paths which lead to
this entrance need to be moved or altered every other
day.
Just last week, students were able to access our
luxurious new library via a smooth paved walkway
through a gate across from the Campus Center. Today,
students downhill need an all-terrain vehicle, a map,
and preferably a hard hat just to reach the bookstacks.
And students coming from uphill, via the library steps,
are forced to wander through a convoluted maze, half
expecting to find a piece of cheese when they get to the
end.
On an obvious level, the latest path is an embarrassment to the University because it does not allow
handicapped access to the building. Any library patron
with so much as a crutch or a cane would be hard
pressed to successfully navigate the mud-filled, snow-

rohn 0’Keefe is Managing Editor of The Tufts Daily.

covered, rocky path from downhill; and a major staircase with aramp at the end probably falls short of ADA
specifications.
But, on an even larger scale, the path from Professors Row is barely passable for the most able-bodied
Tuftonian, even in good weather conditions. Furthermore, the “gate” for the temporary path is barely
recognizable from the street (unless of course you’re
in the Gittlemans’ house) and there are no signs
warning motorists of a pedestrian crosswalk.
Adding insult to injury, as each of us istumble
through the mud to the library door, we can look over
and see afence blocking the old path and notice that it
is closed for no apparent reason -that is, if you don’t
get hit in the head by a backhoe or run over by a
dumptruck as you hike through the construction site.
Just what we needed - more of a reason to dread
research, specifically a fear of serious injury.
Someone in the Tufts Construction Office or the
Department of Public Safety needs to. wake up and
realize that this is more than just a minor inconvenience; it’s a major hazard and a serious embarrassment to our University.

TUFTSPEAK

Questions compiled by Merredith Portsmore. Photos by Shane Tilsor

Spring Fling is one of the biggest events at Tufts and every year students eagerly anticiapte the
weekend. If you are a senior you want your last one to be extra special. Is the class of ‘96 going to
leave happy?

What do you think of the bands selected for Sx>ringFling?
I

U
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Daniel Newfield, LA’96
“Being a pacifist, I have to be morally opposed to the inclusion of the
Violent Femmes ...and shouldn’t
George Clinton be concerned with
his campaign.”

Todd Goulding, ENG’96
“I’m not even going to be here for it. I have
a lacrosse game.”

Fleur Terrin, LA’96
“It think they’regreat. IthinkGeorge
Clinton is really good.”

Shayna Gross, LA’96
“I think it’s pathetic the same group
came three years ago.”

Liza Winston, LA’96
“I think it’s pretty lame they couldn’t
wait one more year to .bring back the
Violent Femmes.”

David Yanks, LA’96
“The bands suck and always will.
They should get a new agent and
start further in advance.”

Have a complaint, suggestion, or idea that
you want to tell everyone? Write a Letter
to‘theEditor. lust be sure to keep it under
350 wordsvand have it in bv 4 ~ . m .

Fighting back phone service
by Josh Robin

service at Tufts. So why do we
still pay for this corruption? Why
do we still write monthly checks
for amounts far greater than we
should? A number of students on
campus are already boycotting
their phone bills and relying on
calling cards for long distance
rates. This idea can gain ground

venience, but I believe that the
long-term result will be fargreater.
After weeksofeditorials, viewSkeptics might maintain this
points, letters-to-the-editor, and
whiny display a la Life Line Taxi
vocalized complaints,the time has
service - that Tufts students are
come to take action against OUT
spoiled wastoids who complain
phone service provider, Tufts
too much. But I contend that there
Connect, a division of
is nothing wrong with consumer
Campuslink. We can raise valid
advocacy and vigorousrefusals to
issues. But I bebe conned. I
lieve that I
, ask the peacespeak for many
loving, law“We must stop using our PACs for the
whenIpointout
abiding sturest of the months and then refuse to pay
that little has
dents to dethe,basic service fee. There is nothing
been done to
bate the true
rectify this unmoralityofthe
wrong with consumer advocacy and
fair situation.
m a t t e r .
be conned.”
vigorous
refusals
to
As was so
Through a
ballyhooed and
host of medipubiicized last
ums, we have
year, Tufts Connect has wired our easily and produce strong results. tried to find fairness and seek satdorms, giving the capability of We must stop using our PACs for isfaction on both sides. Yet we are
Internet access from our very the rest of the months and then not met with solid business and
rooms. We x e all proud of this refuse to pay the basic service fee. quality. Instead, while still sendIf Campuslink shuts off our ing exorbitant checks, we are
over-lauded accomplishment.But,
as was wisely pointed out in a service there are several options mocked and ridiculed and put on
recentDaily viewpoint (“Express- that are still open to us. First, hold. The situation isn’t getting
ingdissatisfactionwith Tufts Con- there are several major phone com- better. We have the right to deny
nect,” April 9), the majority of us panies that offer a discounted call- Campuslink of our money.
students care more about our ba- ing card service for college stuI ask each person who cares to
sic and long distance rates and dents, including Sprint, which of- please e-mail me their affirmation
about the spree of erroneous bill- fers rates far lower than Tufts that they will not pay further bills
ing that leaves us calling the TAB Connect from the hours of 9 p.m. to Campuslink. When a majority
building far more often than we to 6 a.m. Second, there are more of phone customers have filled
should than easy access to the pay phones around campus than my account with their word, I will
World Wide Web.
most people realize - including write a letter to the editor of the
We all know that rates at other phones in most dorms and aca- Daily giving the go-ahead for evcolleges are better, and further, demic buildings. To avoid clog- eryone tostop writing theirchecks.
that there are often options for ging, we can use these phones This is not a joke. I am,like so
service at other schools, unlike during the day to leave messages many of you, irritated and tired of
the solitary means of telephone to our parents and friends (who being a sucker to the corruption of
receive far lower rates than we this monopoly. I, too, am subjectJosh Robin is a sophomore ma- do), telling them what time to call ing my PAC to closure. We are in
joring in English.
usback. Y&, it might be an incon- this tdgether.
-~~~
~

~

~~~

What do you think about the constitutional amendments coming up
for a vote next week? The first gives culture reps a vote; the second
takes voting privileges away from the commuter rep. Write a
viewpoint. Sway the tide. Submissions due Monday by 2 p.m. in the
Daily office, basement of Curtis Hall.

JFK is no Kennedy
The first of seven debates between the candidates for
Massachusetts’junior US Senateseat tookplace in Fanueil
Hall Monday night. Incumbent John F. Kerry took on the
challenger, Governor William W. Weld, in a heated argument over who would best represent the Commonwealth
3n the floor of the Senate.
After watching the
debate, the question on

David M~~~~~
Off the Record

everyone’s mind was:

so who won the darn
thing?Well, the answer
3epends on what you are looking for in a candidate. Do
you want the candidate who presents the clearest arguments and best defends his beliefs? Then vote for Kerry.
Or, do you prefer the more persuasive and aggressive
:andidate who can overwhelm his opponents? Then Weld
is the man for you.
Very often Weld would get the last (and loudest) line to
:lose discussion on each issue and was often followed by
an enthusiastic round of applause. While Kerry would also
gain cheers from the crowd, his supporters did not seem to
hold the same passion as the GOP faithful. In many
instances, Weld became agitated and nearly shouted as he
tore into what he believes to be Kerry’s faulty record.
One of the most memorable, and repeated, exchanges
concerned Kerry’s supposed support of a 50-cent hike in
the gas tax. The two went back and forth after Weld
accused Kerry of first voting in favor of a minor gas tax
hike, which Kerry proudly admitted to, and of then voting
for the major increase. But Kerry stood there, took the
abuse, and then denied ever discussing the major increase
in the Senate. They continued to bicker over this issue
throughout the night with no resolve. Without a conclusion to this section of the debate, Weld clearly came out
ahead by energetically taking the fight to Kerry and never
relenting.
Ah, but it does not end there. Yesterday’s Boston Globe
ran a half page analysis entitled “Sorting out fact from
fiction.” According to the paper, Kerry told Globe report:rs in March 1994 that he did indeed support a 50-cent
Increase in order to cut the federal deficit. Now, appar-

ently, he studied the issue further and decided such a hike
would hit the ordinary American too hard.
Kerry did manage to hit Weld with one strong one-liner.
At one point during a discussion on mandatory minimum
sentences for drug offenders, Weld quoted from Senate
minutes according to which Kerry once desc’ribed people
who sell drugs to their friends as “barely culpable,” and
earned groans from the audience. But Kerry was ready with
“Governor, I don’t know who does your research, maybe
Oliver Stone, but you’re dead wrong.”
Too bad Kerry didn’t have a copy of the minutes with
him because, while the Stone line was entertaining, a
presentation of the facts would have been more forceful.
Kerry actually said that some drug offenders currently
serving prison terms “are so barely culpable it is sad” in a
speech to the Senate. The senator had been supporting an
anti-crime conference report and refemng to prison overcrowding. According to the Globe, Kerry insists that he
supports mandatory minimum sentences for people dealing drugs to children.
Rumor has it that, following the debate between John E
Kennedy and Richard Nixon, everyone’who watched the
debate thought Kennedy had won, but those who had
listened in on radio believed Nixoh to be the victor. In this
case, anyone who watched or listened would most likely
decide that Weld had won the debate on style points. But
if you read a transcript afterward or tuned out the emotional
content, then you would probably go out and vote for Kerry
today.
What it comes down to is this: in almost every instance
that Weld criticized Kerry’s record or stance on an issue,
the Senator had the information and composure to defend
himself. Going after Kerry’s stance on the death penalty,
Weld asked Kerry to look Anne Schivina, the mother of a
murdered Springfield police officer, in the eye and explain
why, “the life of the man who murdered her son is worth
more than the life of her son, the police officer.”
And Kerry came back with perhaps his best defense of
the evening, quieting Weld and the rest of his critics. “It’s
not worth more, it’s not, it’s not worth anything. It’s scum
that ought to be thrown into jail for the rest of its life, and

it ought to learn day after day the pain and hell of living
with a loss of freedom and with the crime committed.”
Subdued words from a subdued guy, and yet powerful
enough to shut Weld down.
But Kerry wasn’t through. “But the fact is, Governor,
that yes, I’ve been opposed to the death penalty. I know
something about killing. [Kerry served in Vietnam.] I
don’t 1ikekilling.Idon’tthinkastatehonorslife by turning
around and sanctioning killing. And that’s just a personal
belief I have.” And with that statement, Kerry earned the
loudest applause of the evening. As Kerry proved, you
don’t need to shout in order to express your views.
Thedeath penalty wasnot theonlyissuein whichKerry
scored points. When the topic of minimum wage arose,
Kerry nailed Weld on deviating from the conservative
agenda. Weld advocates increasing tax return checks,
while Kerry urges for a higher minimum wage. .
I am in agreement with Kerry that the government
should place a higher value on work by increasing pay
rather than by taking alargerroll by garnishing tax returns
The Republican party talks about reducing the role of the
national government in people’s everyday lives, and ye
here comes Weld suggesting government become more
responsible and involved.
But you know what really worries me about Weld?The
nine weeksof vacation he took last year. When Kerry came
at him with, “You spent most of your time taking ar
unprecedented ten weeks of vacation last year. Most of the
people in this state don’t get ten weeks’ vacation.”
Weld’s only defense was, “That is nowhere near true
Senator.” Well, The Boston Globe’s fact-checkers dic
their research and discovered that the governor loggec
nine weeks of vacation through Labor Day plus man)
midday squash games. I don’t know about you, but I sure
as hell don’t want a senator who spends more time ir
leisure activities than legislative.

Come November, a vote for Kerry will most likelj
prove to be a double win for Massachusetts. A populx
incumbent keeps his seat in the Senate, and a popula
governor remains in the State House.
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TUITS LECTURE SEDIEB
Presents.

April 16th at 9:00 pm
Cohen Auditorium
Tufts ID Required to enter event
Ticket Informhtion:
$2.00
Bt the Cohen Box OEce
Tufb Underpduhte ID Required
One Ticket Per Person
On Sde Stwtin5 Friday at 9:OO AM
Cosponsored by the Entertainment Board, President's
Office, Junior Class Council, Executive Board, and the?
African American Center
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Project Bread’s Annual Walk for
Hunger to be held Sunday May 5
by ELIZABETH CHEN

elderly, the disabled, the recently
unemployed, and the working
Have you ever been accused of poor. In the Medford/Somerville
not interacting with the surround- area, Project Bread helps out the
ing community? Then you need Medford Family Life Education
to get out some more and take Center, the Somerville Commuadvantage of why you may have nity Corp, Project Soup Pantries,
chosen to come to Tufts in the first and the Somerville Homeless
place. A perfect way to get to Coalition, among others. Last
know Massachusetts’ residents year, the Walk for Hunger raised
and Massachusetts’ most nearly $3 million with 4,600
happenin’ city is to join Boston’s walkers and half a million sponrite of spring: Project Bread’s sors. In the past 26 years, Project
27th Annual Walk for Hunger.
Bread has raised over $30 million
Stepping off on Sunday, May for the hungry. This year, hunger
5, this year’s walkers will help fighters are hoping for another $3
support 477 soup kitchens, food million to help the needy.
pantries, and homeless shelter
So why choose to sweat for the
meal programs. These provide hungry over the plethora of
emergency meals to children, the fundraisers that beg for our assistance? More than 600,000 in Massachusetts are currently living below the poverty line. One in every four children under 12 is at
risk of being hungry.
the AAC’s education programs,
During the past 20 years, the
which teach about the ways HIV average weekly earnings of famiis contracted and how to prevent lies have fallen more than 19 perinfection, will help to curb these cent, seriouslyjeopardizing workstaggering figures.
ing families’ abilities to pay for
Some upcoming events being even the most basic food staples.
planned by the AAC’s massive Although an increasing number of
group of volunteers are Answers people have turned to emergency
Plus, a free and confidential le- feeding programs for help, many
gal and financial advice opportu- of them are losing private and
nity for people with HIV and public funding. Looming on the
AIDS (April 17, 3-5 p.m.); HZV horizon is a possible major cut in
Basics, an introductory workshop food stamp dollars.
on HIV and AIDS (April 17,6-8
People are losing interest in
p.m.); and the Bayard Rustin poverty as an issue today, whereas
Communi9 Breakfastfor Lesbian during
the
recession,
and Gay People of Color (April homelessness was a big concern.
20, 11:30 a.m.- 2:OO p.m.). This Now, with the economy in better
breakfast is “free and @pento alI.” shape, many think that those livAdditionally, the AAC will have ing on the margins of society have
its annual AIDS pledge walk on disappeared. Hunger has, in fact,
June 2.
spread into different areas of the
The organization currently has population. There are more proapproximately 100 full time em- grams in the suburbs for people
ployees and about 2,500 volunwho are not necessarily homeless.
teers. Erbland stressed that those
These are for the formerly middle
willing to donate their time will
class families who have been
always be welcome. Students who
downsized out of good jobs.
would like to become involved as
Many wage-earners are back at
volunteers should call the
work, but earning significantly
organization’s main number, 437less with no benefits. The neces6200, and ask for a volunteer
sary, everyday, fixed expenses
packet. Those with questions
whittle through the food money
about anything related to AIDS
until there is no more money to
can call the AIDS Action Hotline
feed the children.
at 1-800-235-233 1, or call the
..h i s year, emergency feeding
Youth Only AIDS line at 1-800- programs i n Massachusetts are
788-1234.
faced with a truly formidable task:
to feed the record number of hun“This is a disease that’s gry people turning to them for
been with us for a generation help while resources available for
now,” he began. “In some coun- these programs diminish,” said
tries, entire generations have been Ellen Parker, Executive Director
lost to AIDS. There is no cure. of Project Bread. “With layoffs
The only effective vaccine is edu- and mergers continuing, and partcation,” Erbland said.
time and temporary employment
on the rise, an unprecedented
number of families are working
harder than ever to make ends
meet. Many are being forced to
make tragic choices between paying the rent, seeking medical care
for their children, and putting food
on the table.”
Fatinha Kerr, Executive Director of the Marlborough EmerDaily Staff Writer

,

AIDS action committee helps out
Group offers advice on preventing and dealing with AIDS
advocacy, and outreach. These
ends are accomplished through an
It’s 9:30 a.m. and you’re sit- array of planned activities. Recent
ting in one of those “comfortable” programs have focused on going
chairs on the opposite side of a into local schools to educate childoctor’s desk. A few weeks ago dren about the risks of HIV, and
you had gone to see Dr. X for organizing social events and fotreatment of a particularly stub- rums to bring together those inborn case of what you thought was fected in a positive and supportthe flu, yet suddenly you’re here ive environment.
Another feat recently accomand you can’t understand why this
time he doesn’t just prescribe plished by the AAC was the passome medication and send you on sage of the “Standby and Emergency Guardianship Law.” This
your way.
The reason clubs you over the law allows parents in Massachuhead as Dr. X comes in and, in setts infected with HIV or AIDS
his most comforting voice, tells to declare a legal guardian for
you that you have AIDS. He pro- their children prior to their death.
ceeds to inform you about vari- The AAC was involved in every
step of the process oipassing this
’ ous treatment options and provides other necessary information, bill. They created the team which
but it all sounds like babble to drafted it and provided vocal supyou. “How could this happen to port for the bill through the comme,” you wonder? You’re upset, mittee process. Peter Erbland, of
you’re confused, you’re angry, the AAC, explained that one of the
your mind is swimming with ques- major benefits of this law will be
tions, but the most persistent one to single mothers who are concerned about their children’s upis, “who can I turn to for help?’
In 1983, the AIDS Action bringing after their death.
While discussing the necessity
Committee of Massachusetts was
founded to provide these crucial of organizations such as AAC,
services: being there to listen to Erbland listed some very eyeand help those infected with opening statistics of which he felt
AIDS. The group also works to the student community should be
prevent others from contracting aware. “AIDS is currently the
leading cause of death of people
the disease.
The AIDS Action Committee age 18-24 in the USA,” said
began as a small band of volun- Erbland, “It’s not car accidents or
teers. In the past decade, however, drugs, it’s AIDS.” In fact, one in
it has expanded to serve half of four new AIDS cases occur in
the H N positive individuals in the people 22 or younger.
state. The mission of this non“There’s still a perception that
profit corporation is to combat the
epidemic of AIDS and HIV by this is a disease that other people
addressing the needs of those af- get,” continued Erbland, “but evfected through service, education, eryone is at risk.” He hopes that

by AMY MARKOWITZ
Daily Staff Writer

gency Services Food Pantry, also
expresses concern for the steadily
increasing numbers of hungry.
“We are seeing a growing trend
of unemployed people who are
unable to meet their food needs,”
said Kerr. “The Walk for Hunger
grant is an essential part of our
program, and we need it to maintain our food pantry.”
The new trend in funding is investment. Emergency programs
are looked at as band-aids, not real
solutions. Project Bread Spokeswoman Suzanne Shaw recognized
that it was important to address
the root causes of poverty, but she
also stresses the need for emergency relief programs.
“You
can’t say to a child, ‘I know you’re
hungry now but we’ll implement
a program that will help you in ten
years.’ You can’t not feed a child
now.” said Shaw.
The Walk for Hunger is the
nation’s largest annual one-day
fundraiser to alleviate local hunger and a great way to help with
the growing problem of poverty.
The average dollar amount of
pledges brought in per walker is
$1 or).

Michael Cardona, a 20 year-

old Walk for Hunger veteran, has
raised $167,503 over the last 19
years and is planning on contributing $10,000 this year to Project
Bread. Even with leg braces, this
walker walks the entire 20 miles
with pleasure.
The 20-mile Walk begins and
ends at the Boston Common, and
winds its way through Bostqjl,
Brookline, Newton, and Cambridge. The route takes anywhere
from five to eight hours to complete, says Shaw. Those planning
on making the long trek should
dress in layers to combat the chilly
morning, but bring sunscreen to
prevent getting burned from hours
in the sun. Decent sneakers should
be worn and an extra change of
socks, preferably cotton, brought.
Other items to remember are
money for phone calls and a
packed lunch.
More than 20 entertainers, including musical groups, clo’wns,
and a capella groups, have donated their services to cheer on
walkers. Belmont Springs and
other companies have donated
free water and snacks, which are
provided at checkpoints and the
half-way point for walkers. Bus
service back to the Boston Commons is also available for participants who choose not to walk the
full 20 miles.
Registration will take place on
Sunday, May 5, from 7-9 a.m. at
the Boston Common. Free rides
are offered to walkers with registration cards courtesy of the
MBTA between 6-9 a.m. on any
subway, bus, or commuter train.
To receive more information on
how to participate in the Walk for
Hunger or to get walk guides, call
Project Bread at (617) 723-5000.
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VOLUNTEER FOR A DAY!!!!
50 WHAT5 A FEW HOUR5 OUT OF YOUR fRECIOU5 SCHEDULE TO MAKE THE WORLD BETTEK?

one-day volunteer opportunities in april
The nuWy kids a t Che Leonard Carmichael5ociety are a t i t again, bringing you eL/en
MORE opportunities t o change the world. 50 why don’$ YOU
get off your but$ and do something already?!!
Gve us a call and we’llput; you $0 work. GO AHEAD, YOU CAN DO IT!!!!

BLOOD DRJVE
* table in the dining halls and campus center for a n hour or so (April 2-4)
* poster to advertise the april blood drive

~

* call donors to remind them of their appointment times
* volunteer at the drive to help with registration, running the canteen
station, escorting donors who have just given blood to the canteen station
(April 8-10)
* volunteer to give blood (April 8-10)
contact anne gordon ~ 7 1 9 5christy
,
fleet ~ 7 7 8 3tina
, larrranna x8264

I

EYE5 FOR OTHER5
*join the membets of Project Outlook, a club for blind and visually
impaired people from the area, for a night of refreshments, fun
conversation, music and BINGO! (April 3 and 17,6:30 - 9 p.m.)
contact celia blzattachay a ~ 7 0 3 4sani
, liu x7067

K I D S DAY

I

I

* Pack lunches for the children who will be coming to Kids’
- Day (April
”
19)
* lead groups, sponsor and work
at booths, register children at the I Y Y ~
- _ _
Kids’ Day (April 20,9 a.m. - 330 p.m.1
-

I

-#

-e,

\

contact debra falzoi x1233, matt sheldorz x7271

SWIM ATHON
* swimmers of all levels collect pledges and swim for the Leukemia Society
for Research (April 13,12-7 p.m.)
* collect money at pool for one hour shifts (April 13)
contact allison donald ~ 8 0 3 3arizy
,
yerlrrrutter 623-0623, liza weisstucls x7616

Jumbos
win two,
lose two
Softball cannot
master Williams
by ERIC POLISHOOK
Daily Editorial Board

While the Tufts women’s softball team started out last weekend on a high note, it could not

sustain its high level of play, finishing with a 2-2 record. The Jumbos swept a doubleheader with
Salem State on Thursday before
losing two close games versus rival Williams Saturday afternoon.
Tufts had already faced Williams once -on its Spring Break
trip to Florida -losing 7-4. The
Jumbos lost two more close ones
in the Saturday doubleheader, 31
1 and 2-1. Michele Lima pitched
well in the first game but her team
could not provide enough support
for her. Lima’s record fell to 6-2.
Coach Kris Herman described
her team’s lack of offense, “We
didn’t hit when we had to. We had
Daily filephoto
the opportunity but the ball didn’t
’kfts ace Michelle Lima went 1-1 over the weekend, picking up a
drop for us especially in the secwin against Salem St. and falling to Williams
ond game.”
Herman went on: “I don’t want wasn’t perfect but we have much said. “We hit really well.”
In the second game, the Jumto take anything away from [Wil- more confidence than at the bebos struggled for a while before
liams] but we expect to score ginning of the year.”
Tufts found more success in prevailing, 5-2. “Herman said,
more than one run. Both Williams
Thursday’s doubleheader, defeat- “We need to work on run support.
pitchers did a good job.”
First baseman Jen O’Malley ing Salem State, 15-1 and 5-2. We played well enough to win but
stated, “Williams played well. We Lima allowed no runs and picked we played down to our competicould have won if we had stepped up the win in the first game which tion. We need to get rid of the
it up a notch, if we had hit more.” was shortened because of the small mistakes, and crush our opAhne Simonsen’srecord fell to “slaughter rule.” Herman praised ponents .”
Senior Colleen Lashway
3-3 with her loss in the second Lima’s pitching noting that the
game. However, the loss was not junior has been pitching with a picked up the complete game victory, allowing only one earned run
Simonsen’s fault according to sore shoulder.
Catcher Shelley Pedersen led in seven games. The Jumbos only
Herman. “Ahne, pitched really
well,” the coach said, noting that the offense in the first game with got seven hits in the game. SophoSimonsen “has been getting bet- four RBIs. Everyone got into the more Maggie Caspe was 2-3 with
ter and better. Both runs scored act as eight players had RBIs. the game winning RBI, and
reached base on walks, but Ahne O’Malley homered, center fielder Murphy had two hits.
Tuesday,s game versus
only walked three batters total.” Kara Murphy stole two bases.
According to Herman, the
Herman said that Salem State UMass-Dartmouth was canceled
Jumbos’ defense was a big posi- is not a very good team this year. due to inclement weather, meantive. “Our defense played well. It “We knocked them around silly,” ing the Jumbos will play nine
games in eight days starting next
week. “The team was disappointed we didn’t play,” Tuesday,
year: win 50-plus games, and lose dumbest acts ever committed in Herman said. “We have plenty of
in the second or third round of the an NBA game. The Lakers are confidence that we will win. We
playoffs. Utah will not win. Pe- now another question mark.
must win a lot more games.”
riod.
The Houston Rockets are the
Herman went on to praise her
Since Magic Johnson’s return two-time defending NBA cham- team’s pitching: “We have three
the Los Angeles Lakers have pions. They get no respect from very good pitchers, and I have
been an energized team. It is in- anyone but they are still the team confidence in all three.”
teresting that the Lakers have suc- to beat. A recent seven-game losO’Malley said, “We know that
ceeded without sinking to the ing streak puts Houston as the cur- we are a better team than almost
depths of the league’s basement rent fifth seed but with Hakeem anyone we will play. We need to
because without Magic, Los An- Olajuwon, Clyde Drexler, and win all [eight] games.”
geles developed young players Robert Hony back in the lineup,
Tufts is currently ranked 23rd
Cedric Ceballos, Nick Van Exel the Rockets should make another in the nation among Division III
(more on him later), Eddie Jones run.
programs, and number five in the
I picked the Phoenix Suns at New England (plus half of New
and Anthony Peeler. (Jerry West
is one of the greatest general man- the beginning of the year to ad- York state) Region.
agers ever, drafting the former vance to the NBA Finals. The
three players in the late first or Suns have battled injuries, disinearly second rounds.) The Lakers terest and a coaching change to
have a great top seven with the become a viable contender.
aforementioned players and big- Charles Barkley has stepped up
men Elden Campbell and Vlade and must continue to do so. Danny
L
Manning and Kevin Johnson (last
“The Wall” Divac.
Los Angeles weathered the week’s NBA player of the week)
“Ceballos AWOL storm” a few must stay injury-free, and play up
weeks ago without missing a beat; to their potential for the Suns to
but Tuesday night, Van Exel, nor- have a shot at the Finals.
mally a model citizen, took a
The Portland Trailblazers
swing at referee Ronnie
Garretson. Van Exel was sus- and the Sacramento Kings will
pended for the remainder of the advance to the playoffs and do
regular season for one of the absolutely nothing.

The West up for grabs this week in the NBA
by ERIC POLISHOOK
Daily Editorial Board

After watching last Sunday’s
game between the Chicago Bulls
and the Orlando Magic, and af-

@This

Week in1
the NBA

ter following the league all season, it is not difficult to speculate
that one of these two teams will
represent the Eastern Conference
in the NBA Finals in June. And
after Sunday’s win gave the Bulls
a 3-1 season head to head advantage over the Magic, Chicago is
the favorite. The big question is
who will represent the West. With
only two weeks left in the season,
this conference is up for grabs.
The Seattle Supersonicscome
in with the second best record in
the league at 60-16. However, this
team has not made it out of the
first round of the playoffs in the
past two years despite posting
similarly gaudy regular season
records. Seattle did some addition
by subtraction, getting rid of malcontent Kendall Gill and acquir-

ing shooting specialist Hersey
Hawkins. Seattle has two of the
top talents in the league in Shawn
Kemp and Gary Payton, as well
as solid veteran talents Sam
Perkins, Detlef Schrempf and
Nate McMillan. The Supersonics
have probably the third most talent in the league behind only the
Bulls and Magic but until they win
a playoff series the jury is out.
The San Antonio Spurs lost
Dennis Rodman but have not lost
a step. San Antonio is a hot team,
having recently won 14 games in
a row. Sean Elliot and Avery
Johnson are having career years,
and David Robinson is the second best center in the league. The
acquisition of Charles Smith has
provided depth up front, and the
Spurs have stepped up their team
rebounding to conlpensate for the
loss of Rodman. San Antonio is
another team which faded in the
playoffs after a strong regular season. And the question remains:
can San Antonio win with or without the Worm?
The Utah Jazz are an above
average team with two Hall of
Famers. It is the same story every
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could Thursday evenings BE
any more exciting?!

THIS THURSDAY, APRIL 11
lN THE REMIS SCULPTURE COURT.
AIDEKMAN ARTS CENTER
430 - 7 3 0 PM
and vou‘ll be home in time for

FRIENDS! (vou addict)

Write Features. 627-3090
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Tufts race relations discussed
DIALOGUE

“It’s something more thlan differcontinued from page 1
ences based on skin coltor.”
historical concepts .”
He said that there is a need for
Lopes said ethnicitY refers to new language, because the terms
culturally defined communities. multiracial, interracial, intraracial,
“It is not race and we cannot con- and biracial are all new when dealfuse the two, even though they are ing with race and must be expliche said.
itly defined.
Racism is different from ethAfter ill'^ remark!;, students
nicbigoq, b p s s a i d . He pointed performed a skit involving sev0utthat“societY isn’tsimply Play- eral issues of race. Sophomore
ing with these terms, rather, it is ~
lKabadaki
i led the~staged ~
struggling with a legacy.”
discussion, which was set in a
As an illustration of the incondining hall. I? the course
tinence of these categories, Lopes of the skit, the actors pointed to
spoke of the history of California, the problem of division of stua state which was annexed from dents based on their race, espeMexico. One of the stipulations of cially in places such as the dining
the annexation was that all Mexi- hall.
cans who lived in California would
In the &it, senior Kim Tran
gain the rights and privileges of a said that she was “sick of talking
full citizen of the United States. about race.,9 She also asked why
The law at that time only allowed we label minority students as 6‘stuwhites to receive such benefits. dents of color.99
Therefore, he said, the governSophomore Katherine Cheairs
ment decided to define the Mexi- said that
is a negative
cans of California as “white.” word... the
~studentsofcolor7
Lopes said that he had never heard brings students toged,er.!’ Tran
the term “Latino” to describe
even withedacation and
he came to the degrees, students of color must
East coast.
deal with perceptions’of race all
In his address, Gill spoke about of their lives.
the
. new
- . language
.
and complexi..
The students Ddcipating in
ties ot the issue of race. Gill sad, the dialogue
thel,
into
groups based on their pace, and a
separate group was created for
faculty and administrators The
discussions were kept confidential in order to allow students to
feel comfortable about expressing their views. Students were
asked to maintain conlidentiality
within the groups in order to foster more open and unrestrained
discussion.
After these discussions, the
participants were mixed into
groups with members of other
races, and these talks were also
kept confidential.
The groups eventually reconvened to share their findings.
Groups of mixed races gave some
positive suggestions as to what
could be done on caripus to increase communication between
different racial groups Some
groups said that it would be helpful to have more dialogues such as
theonein whichthey wereparticipating. Others encouraged the
need for community, rather than a
focus on individuality
Some students encouraged the
faculty to discuss these issues of
race in cl
hers wanted tosee
more cu
nd ethnically oriented parties and gatherings. Another suggestion was the creation
of a Unity Club which would emI.._

split
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nity rather than the current clubs
which emphasize differences i n
people.
Students ofcolor who attended
the dialogue expressed frustration
over the lack of white students
present. Senior Shauntell Manning said, “Minority students already know about these issues.
We need to have more of the people
in the majority here ”
Susan Ostrander, chair of the
Sociology and Anthropology Department, spoke for the faculty
group. “What is the faculty’s responsibility?” she asked.
Ostrander said that she felt the
faculty was still grappling with
these issues.
Associate Dean of Students
Bruce Reitman said, “We are by
no means anywhere neat the end
of the problems that concern race.”
He said he felt that problems in
the future will force thi:Tufts campus to confront issues of race more
directly. “Although this is a local
issue, we live in a culture
that
..
accentuates these problems.”

~

~
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WEEKENDER
Fine Wine and Frustration
A portrait of God Street Wine and their road to success

ROB McKEOWN
Daily Editorial Board

F

or avid followers of the
Northeast’s underground
rock scene, the name God
Street Wine has been a
staple for at least three years now. It
has been synonymous with inspired
live performances, an intensely

devotedfanbase,andatourschedule
soincessant that it wouldmake Jerry
bat an eye -even from his current
celestial perch. But despite all their
hard work and deserved
appreciation, GSW has not had
much help. Folr most of their career,
theyhavehadtogoitalonewithout
the promotionaland managerial help
of arecordlabel. Relying upontalent
and dedication, the fivesome has
nevertheless earned the unofficial
moniker of “The best unsigned band
in America.” Several years later,
they have finally made that
honorable remark obsolete.
For the members of God Street
Wine, it certainly has been a “long,
strange trip.” Since 1992, their
break-neck schedule has included
on the average of 150-200 gigs per
year. Their travels have taken them,
their instruments, and their tortured
vanfromtheband’s seven acreperch
in Ossining, NY to such odd places
as The Holy Cow in Utah a
Blind Pig in
Michigan.
They have
crossed the
country
several
times, and
they have had
many unique
experiences
- the good,
the bad, and the

moments came as the result of a
recording co-venture between
GeffenandMcGheeEntertainment.
“There have been a lot of bad
moments,” nods bassist Dan Pifer.
“But the worst of them would
probably have to be somewhere
during
our
involvementwith the
Geffen
Record
contract. That was
our most frustrating
time.”
Albeit shortlived,
th
involvement w
G e f f e n 1
Entertainment
was fraught
with trouble, a
promising shot
at the big time
turnedugly. A

ambitious studio release.
Red is the first album on which
GSW has truly explored both the
lyrical and emotional sides of their
music. As acollection of songs, it is
definitively brooding and morose.
Sexuality, frustration, and selfexamination are all prominent
themes - both in the lyrics
and in the

B

their clients from the Big Apple.
They just didn’t care. Rather than
help the band out, the label was
further
suffocating
their
development. So when God
Street
Wine

describe the band themselves:
complex, diverse, ambitious and,
above all, self-made.
Insteadofchoosing torecordRed
under the aegis of a label, GSW
decided they would build astudio in
their home and release it themselves.
They spent all of the spring touring
and gigging out in order to muster
the funds for such a venture. And
when they finally hit the studio, the

1

worst moment

7

fraternit; gig,”
-4
m u s e s \
keyboardist Jon ’
Bevo, his glee a
visual beacon of
the band’s long
roadof frustrations. TheBOSS:Guitarist AarUL1”/ u n c 001 that it was time to
“A couple naked 3ersey-style.
1
thing that
could possibly be.”
guys with Bart
on stage. The next thing we know,
some kid put his head in the kick
drumandspilledbeeron stage. After
somebody threw apitcherofbeeron
Lo [GSW guitarist and lead
vocalist], we quickly packed our
stuff up.”
As bad as testosterone and
Budweiser-bloated frat boys may
have been, the band seems to
uniformly agree that their worst

fivesome, their first big label
experience may have been the best
thing that ever happened to them.
Without it, they may not be where
they are today. Not only did it give
them a greater sense of focus, it
showed them what they really
wanted, and helped fuel their
creative fires. This led tothe building
of their own studio and the creation
of Red, their latest and most

lot
of
frustration. It
was sort of
simple: this is
what we have,
we have our
music, and we’l:
play what we
think is cool.”
Turns out, they
=I

i

weren’t the only ones that thought
theirmusic wascool. Aftercatching
just one abridged live show - a
twin bill with The Radiators at
NYC’s Beacon Theater -Mercury
president Danny Goldberg set his
sights on them. And after Red had
beenindependentlyreleased forjust
a matter of weeks, God Street Wine
was signed to Mercury Records. So
with a new and swanky black tour
bus, shorter haircuts, new
clothes, and a whole lot less
stress, the band that no one
would sign is signed - and
loving it. Which is not to say
that they have really changed
11 that much. For if Tuesday
night’s show at the Paradise
Rock Club is any indication,they
are still their old selves: the
masters of the rock, roll, and jam
which earned their fan’s acute
Even with the Release ofRed and
the backing of a powerful label,
God Street Wine’s greatest
asset
. . - ._..
will always be 1:heirmusicalabilities.
From their nascent
opener at the tiny Nig
New York City, there has always
been a certain luster to their live
shows. Some people have been
seeing them for the entire seven
yearsoftheir existence.
- ” Others
.. .travel
hours and hundreds ot miles just to
see them play. This past March they
played a music festival in Austin,
Texas and several admirers traveled
from Philadelphia just to see them
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Still running after 100 years
Boston warms up for a centennial celebration

Sly & the Family Stone:
Greatest Hits
by LIZA COHEN

I

Daily Editorial Board

n the late ’60s and e&ly O OS, a radio station
disc jockey from San Francisco formed an
inter-racial soul group that produced some
seriously happy music. In a time of turmoil
and injustice, this writer/producer/keyboardist
named Sylvester “Sly Stone” Stewart created a
collection of music that was fueled by positivity
and peace. An early, and perhaps slightly less
politically active precursor to hip hop acts like
Arrested Development, Sly and the Family Stone
managed to accumulate an impressive collection
of anthems and lesser known soul ditties. The
group’s Greatest Hits album is a testament not
only to its raw funky talents, but also its conviction
to the power of the positive.
Later destined to be confused with a ‘roid using
action film stadego maniac, Sly Stone leads his
merry family
of singers and
musicians
through one
empowering
song after
another. The
album’s
opener, “I
Wanna Take
You Higher,”
showcases the
entire group’s
vocal roster:
Sly’s familiar preacher-style lead, raw female
backing lines, and a soulful bass. It also exhibits an
infectiousharmonicapart and some deft and soaring
horn playing. And of course the message, the
promise to lift the listener to a better-place.
This message is again heard in “Everybody is a
Star,” “You Can Make it if You Try,” and “Stand!”
which all offer encouragement, and assure that
everyone can and should stand on their own merits,
that everyone is somehow beautiful in their own
way. This message took Sly all the way to the top
of the pop and R&B charts with the much loved
and sampled “Everyday People.” This catchy sing
along tune epitomizes the Family Stone’s basic
sound: a mixture of male and female vocals, heavy
reliance on soul music staples, and positive lyrics.
The group rarely deviates from this formula,
pausing only to address its secondary lyrical agenda,
the equally happy mandate to have fun; when
straying slightly from the call to be accepting and
active, the group makes aplea to have fun, and tells
you where, why, and how to do it. The aptly titled
“Fun” demonstrates the Sly Stone trademark of
climbing and descending the scales o n the
keyboards, and relies on the phrase, “When we
party, we party hardy,” to get its message across.
The tambourine driven “Dance to the Music”
features a funky bassline and some sweet vocal
trickery to rally the troops to a toe-tapping frenzy.
“Hot Fun in the Summertime” lowers the energy
level to a more relaxed pace, providing just the
right antidote for an oppressively sweltering
summer day, evoking cravings for lemonade and
runs through the sprinkler.
Perhaps the group’s messages are best heard
together in the album’s closer, “Thank You
(Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin).” An extremely
funky tune that layers all of the group’s musical
talents as well as incorporates their other song
titles in the lyrics, it is no doubt a fun anthem; its
popping bass and inviting horns virtually demand
the listener to groove. Yet it never loses sight of the
group’s larger positive message, their sermon to
stand up in the face of injustice, to believe in your
own merits, and to live life to its fullest potential.
It’s tough to argue with that. It’s even tougher to
think poorly of Sly and the Family Stone’sGreatest
Hits. For any lover of the era, the sound, or even
just the warm fuzzy feelings, It’s a must listen.

by LIZA COHEN
Daily Editorial Board

espite the current state of weather
affairs, the 1OOtheditionoftheBoston
Marathon is scheduled to be run this
Monday, April 15,bringing with it all
the pomp and circumstance a centennial event
deserves. While the official host of the race, the
Boston Athletic Association, holds many private
functions for runners and sponsors, the rest of the
city has opened its doors to not only the running
community, but to the general public, as it puts it
best face forward for the eyes of the national
media. The result benefits not only marathon
crazed visitors to the Hub, but the city’s residents
who wish to join in the fun.
W h i l e
Monday’s race is
undoubtedly the
weekend’s highpoint, during the
next few days,
there are plenty
of preliminary
events planned
to stir up the
hype. The action
starts today in
Hopkinton, the
site of the race’s
start, with the
John Hancock Running and Fitness clinic, which
features some elite Kenyan athletes offering tips
to successful running. Friday marks the opening
of the Sports and Fitness Expo, an interactive
exhibition that will be open on Saturday and
Sunday as well. Locatedin the Hynes Convention
Center, the Expo, sponsored by Adidas and
Runner’s World,showcases the latest in running
technologies. Experts in the fields of nutrition,
diet, sports medicine, and, of course, running
will be on hand to demonstrate new products and
discuss new innovations; the Expo is free and
open to the public.
Not that Boston ever needs an excuse to party,
but the Marathon is as good a reason as any to
play loud music and form a crowd. The Boston
Marathon Block Party is scheduled for Friday at
noon in Downtown Crossing. The lineup for this
fiesta includes local morning show disc jockey
Billy Costa, the always adored Donny Osmond,
and plenty of free merchandise, including free
pasta lunches. The fun continues on Saturday
with the Mayor’s Concert in City Hall Plaza;
recording artist Peabo Bryson is scheduled to
perform from 4-6 p.m.
Of course, all of this hype and corporate

sponsorship all leads up to one single athletic
event. The world’s oldest marathon starts at
noon on Monday, with about 38,000 runners
taking off on the challenging 26 mile and 385
yard course. The wheel chair division, which
features about 100 athletes, gets its start at 11:45.
Though some cynics may claim that marathons
aren’t exactly designed for spectating, the
historical significance of the event should hold
enough merit to attract even the most lazy fan to
the course.
However, it is going to be crowded, so come
with a good attitude, a cool drink, and the
willingness to pee in a Johnny on the spot. Public
transportation is definitely a must, as street
closings and Boston’s nightmare of ia parking
situation will make
driving to the event a
near impossibility.
While the best
viewing location is
subject to personal
preference:, veteran
race watchers swear
by a few ideal spots.

C

“NOT T H A T BOSTON EVER
NEEDS A N EXCUSE TO
P A R T Y , BUT THE
M A R A T H O N IS A S GOOD A
REASON A S A N Y T O P L A Y

I
II
I

T h P 3cL,.A

on Beacon Street
(near Washington
Square) has many
benefits; it is right on
the C line of the MBTA, which is operational
during the race, and is close to many portable
restrooms. The C Line itself is actually a cool
viewing spot, for it follows the length of Beacon
Street from Kenmore Square to Cleveland Circle
at street level, allowing riders to view fwo miles
of the course from inside the trolley. The top of
Heartbreak Hill at the 2 1 mile marker, is another
choice spectator locale, due to the human dramas
that seem to always unfold there. Information on
the logistics of the course, as well as athlete and
historical information, can be checked out on the
Wehite
at
h t t p ://
BAA’S
www.bostonmarathon.org/.
Even if you would not know Cosrnas Ndeti
from a hole in the wall, even if you couldn’t pick
Uta Pippig out of a lineup if your life depended
on it, the Boston Marathon is still a sight to be
seen. It’s not only an impressive display of
athletic prowess, it’s areal community event. As
the course winds through Hopkinton, Ashland,
Framingham, Natick, Wellesley, Newton,
Brookline, and finally Boston, participants and
spectators alike celebrate the history, the city,
and the sport. Not a bad way to commemorate
Patriot’s Day. .

CROWD.”
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STUDIO ART COURSES
The School of the Museum of Fine Arts, in
cooperationwith the department of Art and
Art History at Tufts University, offers a
brood range of studio art courses to Tufts
University students. Courses in drw'ng,
pointing design, calligraphy, photography,
sculpture and watercolor (at both basic and
intermediate levels) are taught on the
Medford campus. Advanced and specialized
courses are taught at the khool of the
Museum of Fine Arts, 230 The Fenway,
Boston, MA 02115.
Courses taught at the Museum School
take place weekdays, evenings and on
Saturdays. For information on additional
Museum khool courses not listed in this
booklet, call Don Grey at 369-3640.

FINE ARTS DISTRIBUTION
Studio art courses fulfillthe University's
arts distribution requirement. Two 1.0 CV
credit courses will fulfillthis requirement,
but the toto1 number of studio courses
which may be taken by Tuhs students as
electives is not restricted. Art History majors
may apply two studio credii toward the
fulfillment of the Fine Arts concentration
requirement.

ART EDUCATION
ALTERNATIVES
Tufts undergraduate students who are interested in the studio arts have the follm'ng
ahemotives through the Tufts/Eoston
Museum khod affiliation:

1. studio Art for Art MshibuHon
Rquirement

Students who have an interest in art, primarily os a means of rounding out their
penonol development, should take at least
the two credits which will satisfy their arts
distribution requirement in studio art (ourses. It wouM a h be advisable for them to
take as mony additional courses os would
be necessary to take one art medium
through to an advanced level. This experience wil give them a good insight into ond
understanding of the creative process os
well os a strong background in the croft of
the medium they hove studied.

2. Studio Art Minor
Students who are very interested in art, but
.have a stronger interest in onother subject
ond do not want to work towords o BFA or
a combined BA/BFA degree, can minor in
studio ort. The minor requires the student
to earn 5.0 Tufts' credits in studio art courses. One credit must be earned by toking
the Art as Process course. (Two semesters at
Tufts or one semester at the Museum
School) An Additional one half (redia must
be earned by taking a drom'ng course. This
requirement can be waved and onother
course substituted, if the student's studio
advisor believes that the student has had
sufficient background in this medium. The
bolonce of 3.5 credits con be earned by
toking any of the studio ort courses offered
at Tufts or the Museum khool. Additional
information on the minor can be obtained
by contotting Paul Stopforth at Tufts x2014
or calling Don Grey at 369-3640.

3. BFA and BFA with lea&
Certification

Students interested in art as their vocation
will normally work towards getting a BFA
degree. This is o joint program with the
Museum School in which a student takes
approximately three quorters of their
courses in studio art and art history and
one quarter in liberalarts subiects. Students
in the BFA program can a h toke courses
for teacher certification. This teocher certification pogrom takes an additional one
half year beyond the BFA to complete.
Students interested in this program should
call (617) 267-1218 for more
information.

4. BA/BFA Combid Degree Rogrcul
Students who have equal interests in studio
afl and anorher wbiect can work towards a
combined degree. For example, they may
get a EA in Art HistDry or any other concentration offered ai Tuhs, and a BFA in
,studio art. This program takes five years.
Informationon this program can be
obtained by colling Robin Rosiak at 369-

3610.

COURSE LEVELS
Studio art courses taught at Tufts (FAM
courses) ore divided into two categories,
"Foundation" or 'Introduction" (owes
which are the first courses that students
should take in o given medium, and
"Intermediate through Advanced" courses
which are for students who are beyond the
beginning level. Students may repeat a
course for as many semesters as the student wants to continue in the course. All
courses tough at the Museum School
(FAME 8 FAMD courses) are primarily multiple level courses and can be taken repeat-

&.
COURSE COUNSELING
Students who have questions about studio
courses or need help in planning o comprehensive progmm of study should contact
Paul Stopforth at Tu& x2014. lluestions
con be answered over the phone or an
oppointment mode to meet at the Fine Arts
Depamnt at 1 1 Talbot Avenue. During
the period of registration, Mr. Stopforth wil
be at 11Talbot Avenue at times that will be
posted. When dosses are in session, he is
available at 11 Talbot Avenue on Monday
ond Wed+
mornings.

REGISTRATION
Students enrolling in any FAM or FAME studio course listed in thii catalog preregister
at Tuhs through the regular Tufts registration procedure using the course numbers
listed in the Announcement of Courses
booklet.

WAITING LISTS
A large number of courses normally end up
with a woiting list.This should not distouroge students from odding their nomes to
the waiting list. It has been our experience
that from 1/4 to 1/2 of those students
who preregister never show up to class,
therefore iust about everyone who is on a
waiting list gets odded into a class. Those
on waiting lists should show up for the first
two classes. We save spote for all those
who preregister through the second class
meeting. At the second closs meeting we fill
all the vocancies with those on the woiting
list.

DROPPING OR ADDING

COURSES
Space in a course for preregistered students
is held until the second class session. If o
preregistered student does not show up for
either the first or second class session, his
or her space wil be filled by o student on
the courses' waiting list.
During the first two weeks of closs a student may add 01 drop courses with a
drop/odd form. During the third and fourth
week a term a course may be added or
dropped only by filing a properly signed
petition with the appropriate Dean at Tufts.
A properly signed petition is signed by the
student's advisor plus the course instructor,
Paul Stopforth, Don Grey or Robin Rosiak
at the Museum Sod. If thii procedure is
not followed, either a grade of NG or a failing grade may be given.

STUDIO LOCATIONS
Course meeting places ore indicated in this
cotolog adjacent to the tourse descriptions.
Most courses meeting on the Tufts
University campus meet in the studios
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parking. Call the Parking Gomge Office at
369-3657 for information.

locatedon the main Roor of Lane Hall. All
Photography courses meet in the dorkrwm
lototed in the basement of Jockson Gym.
Courses which meet at the Museum Smool,
230 The Fenway, Boston will hove their studio locations posted in the lobby of the
Museum School.

.CALENDAR DIFFERENCES
The cdendars a1the Museum khwl and
Tufts University mav'not ex& coincide.
Tufts students toking courses which meet at
the Museum School in Boston ore expeaed
to participate fully in those courses and wil
be responsible for osigned work during
periods of calendar conflict. Courses which
meet at Tufts follow the Tufts University calendar.

Route 28s exit. This is a left handexit.

STUDIO USE AT TUFTS

Then, almost immediately Toke a riglht
onto Beocon S.I and follow it to hsachvsetts Avenue.

Students may use the studios in b e Hall
when the building is normally open and
when classes are not in session.

Take a left on Mass. Ave. and follour it until
you get to Huntington Avenue at Symphony
Hall.

DARKROOM USE AT TUFTS

Take a right on Huntington Ave. Fallow it
about 5 blocks to the Museum of Fine Ark,
which wil be on your right.

The Art Department's darkroom can only

be used by Tuhs students currentfy enrolled
in photography courses that meet either at
Tufts or the SMFA The darkroom hwrs will
be posted in the darkroom. The dorkrwm
can not be used when a class is meeting.

CHANGES
Information contoinedin this bulletin is
subiea to chonge.

QUESTIONS
Al questions should be directed to the
ContinuingEducationoffice at the Museum
khool by cdling 267-1219.

Follow herenway toward Storrow Drive,
but take the Commonwealth Ave. exit.

The studios at the Museum khool are
available for Tufts students use from 800
AM to 11:OO PM Monday &rough Friday,
Saturdays from 800 AM to 600 PM, and
on Sundays from 800 to 11:OO PM, providing that they are not being used by
scheduled closes.

At the bottom of the exit romp, coritinue
straight ahead, cross Commonweolih
Avenue, and take first right onto
MarlboroughStreet.

Take a left on Msgr. McGrath Hightuy to
the Medford Street/Highland Avenue h i t
where you wil exit to the left from ltwte 28.

Follow Highland Ave. until you get to Davis

Sq. From there take a right onto College

A shuttle bus that runs between Tufts, the

Ave. and follow it through Powderhouse
Circle to Tufts.

Driving
from Tufts to the Museum schod
Take Broadrmy from Powderhouse
Square towards Boston.

The parking lot and garage at the Museum
are available for the use of students taking
courses at the Museum School. Students
hove to poy the same rate as Museum
members who hove validated parking tickets. This rate is ovailoble to students upon
presentafion of their Museum School ID to
the prking lot attendant when they pay
for their parking. After 330 and on
Saturdays, there is a Rat fee for student

Foo
l w Memoriol Drive along the river to
Msgr. McGrath Highway (Route 28).

Shuttle Bus
Museum School and the New England
Conservatory of Music is available to students toking courses at the Museum School.
A copy of the shuttle bus schedule con be
obtained at the Fine Arts DepartmentOffice
at 11 Talbot Ave. or at the Academic Affairs
Office at the Museum School.

PARKING AT THE
MUSEUM SCHOOL

Follow Moss. Ave. cross Harvard Bridge and

Immediately after the exit, bear left at
traffic lights on to Highland Avenuc!.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE
MUSEUM SCHOOL

Closses held at Tufts are cancelledwhenever Tuhs cancek classes. Closes held at the
Museum School are cancelledby the
Museum School. If (losses we cancelled at
the Museum khd it mil be broodtost over
rodio stations WHDH (AM), WBZ (AM, and
WCRB (FM). A meswge wil o
h be put on
an answering machine at 369-3682which
can be tolled to chHk on cancellations.

Massachusetts Avenue.

Take o right onto Memorial Drive.

ed.

CLASS CANCELLATION

At the next intersection, take a left onto

the Charles River to the Cambridge side.

These shop areas tan only be used when a
monitor is present and only those students
who are enmlled in the ckases in the medium may use the facilities. Hours ore post-

Students wli need to supply most of the
materials they wil use in the studio (ourses. The only courses which deviate from thii
ore the Clay/Ceromics and Art as Process
courses in which all of the moteriak are
supplied to the students.

From the Museum School to Tufts

STUDIO USE
AT THE MUSEUM SCHOOL

WOODSHOP, METALS AND
STAINED GLASS

COURSE MATERIALS

lust beyond the Museum, take a right onto
Museum Road. The Museum School is at the
end on the left.

Follow BroPdwoy (up and over
Winterhill) until you get to route 28
(Monsignor McGrath Highway).

MBTA
Toke Bus, #94 or #96, from the Miin Gate
at Tufts to the Red Line T station in Davis
Square. Take the Red Line to Park Street
station. At Park Street, transfer to h e outbound Green Line for the Huntingtiin
Avenue (% line) streetcor. Get off ot
Ruggles /Museum stop. Walk one llock up
Museum Rood whith runs beside the
Museum of Fine Arts. The school is ot the
end of the block on the left, opposite the
Museum's parking lot.

Take a right onto Route 28 and follow it
until you get to Storrow Drive (just beyond
the Science Museum).
Take o right onto Stonow Drive and go
West two exits to the Bock Bay/Copley Sq.

FALL TERM 1996 COMPARATIVE CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER

I

TUFR UNIVERSITY CLASSES

02 Monday

03 Tuesdny

(lasses Begin

I

CKES
IC
~~

&FA EVENING

H O L I D A Y - N O
C L A S S E S
Closses Begin

Classes Begin

OClOBER

14 Monday
15 Tuesday

-

H O L I D A Y - N O
C L A S S E S
Substitute Monday's closs schedule for Tuesday's

-

NOVEMBER

11 Monday
13 Wednesdav
27 Wednesday
28 Thursday

H 0 L I D A Y - N 0

Thanksgiving- ~ I M S ~ S resume Monday, December 2.'

DECEMBER

06 Fridoy
21 Saturday

-

C L A S S E S

Substitute Mondov's class schedule for Wednesdav's

last Day of Qazres

Lmt Day of Classes

Lmt Day of (lasses

-

ou-R.s-E
-LIs;*-.G-s

Th&sda~'Aprilll,1996
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SCHEDULE OF STUDIO ART COURSES, FALL 1996
ANATOMY (See Drawing)

METALS

ANIMATION (See Computer md Electronit Art & Film Animation)

Jewelry 8 Obi@ Making
Jewelry 8 Metakmifhing

ARCHITECNRAL DESIGN (See Design/Archite<turd)
ART AS PROCESS
Art As Process

FAM 003 B

Art As Process

FAMB 003 1

Y5
W1W3

Turn
SMFA

FAMB 048 1
FAMB 049 1

W1W3
w24

MULTIPLE/MIXED MEDIA (CROSSCURRENTS)
Bumps on the Wall
FAMBOBl 1
w2
F 930-1230
M, W 6:30-9:30

GOSSM~IWI

Mixed Medii and Imge
Development

FAMB 052 1

w4

SMFA
SMFA

M, W 630-930

SMFA

T

SMFA

S

TITH

630-930

630-930
900-1200

Hughes
Preist

Goss
Rosenberg

Rosenberg

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Musical InstrumentDesign FAMB 056 1

CALLIGRAPHY
FAM 005 A
FAM 005 B

Calligraphy
Colligrophy: lntermed
to Adv.

Wright
Wright

CARTOONING (See Drawing)
CERAMICS
(lo y/Ceramics
[la y/Ceramics

FAMB 012 1
FAMB 013 1

W1W3
W2W4

SMFA
SMFA

M, W 6:30-930
1, TH 6~30-930

Cooper
Dner

COLOR (See Art Foundations)
DESIGN AND COLOR
Color
Design: Introduction to
Design: Foundation
Design: Foundation
Design: lntermed to Adv
Design: lntermed to Adv

FAMB 016 1
FAMB 019 1
FAM 020 A
FAM 021 A
FAM 020 B
FAM 021 B

FitzPatrick
FitzPatrick
FitzPatrick
Derr
FifiPofrick
Derr

DESIGN/ARCHlTECTURAL
Design: Archetectural
Design: Archtrl, Cont'd

FAMB 022 A

FAM 022 B

(Offered Spring Term Only)
(Offered Spring Term Only)

DRAWING
Anatomy: Skeleton
Cartooning
Drawing: Introductionto
Drowing: Intro, Cont'd
Drawing: Into to
Drowing: Foundation
Drawing: Foundation
Drawing: Foundation
Drawing: Foundation
Drowing: Foundation
through Intermediate
Drawing: Advanced
Drawing Close To Painting
PerspectiveDrawing
Portroit: Drawing
8 Painting

FAMBOO1 1
FAMB 010 1
FAM 025 A
FAM 025 B
FAMB 023 B
FAM 026 A
FAM 027 A

FAM 028 A
FAM 029 A
FAMB 026 1
FAMB 027 1

FAMB 028 1
FAM 063 1
FAMB 073 A

w5

SAT
25
25
w2
2123
2224
W1W3
wzw4
W1W3
W2W4
w1
25
w3

SMFA
SMFA

Turn
Turn
SMFA
TUFTS

Turn
TUFK

Turn
SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

Turn
SMFA

F

s

F
F
T
M, W
1, TH
MI W
1, TH
M, W
1, TH
M
F
W

6:00-9:00
900-1200
1~30-430
1:30-4:30
6~30-930
1:30-4:30
1:30-4:30
6:30-9:30
6~30-930
6:30-930
6:30-930
6:30-930
1:30-4:30
630-930

Syrbick
White
Stopforth
Stopforth
Lyman
Syrbick
Derr
Freeman
Doborn
Metcalf

Rynn/Mencoff
Nichols
Lyman
Carter

FAMB 029 1

FAMB 030 1
FAMB 034 1

FAMB 032 1
FAMB 033 1

w4
w3
W2W4

SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

TH 630-930
W
6130-9130
1, TH 6:30-9:30

W2W4

SMFA

1, TH 6:30-930

SAT

SMFA

S

w1
W2W4

SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

M
630-930
1, TH 6~30-930

1:00-400

Gillwly

TBA
Aroush
Johnson, L
Tremblay

FllM AND ANIMATION
Super Bmm Filmmaking
FAMB 036 1
Film Animation
FAMB 037 1
Film: Animation: Intro/Adv. FAMB 038 B

SAT

s

1:oo-400

FAM 039 A
FAM 039 B

wiw3
W1W3

Turn
TUFTS

M, W 6:30-930
M, W 6:30-9:30

FAMBO41 1
FAMB 043 A

w3

w1

SMFA
SMFA

W
M

Bumps on the Wall
Watercolor
Wotercolor: lntermed to Adv
Watercolor
Waterrotor
Watercolor

FAM 053 A

MAS

F

W2W4

SMFA
SMFA
SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

930-1230
630-930
F
930-1230
TH 630-9130
M, W 1:30-430
M,W 630-930
M,W 630-930
M, W 1:30-4:30
M, W ' 630-930
MIW 6:30-9:30
W
6:30-930
S
900-12:OO
S
1:00-400
T,R
6:30-930

Belton
Zonies
Behan
Zonies
Stopforth
levin
Syrbick
Stopforth
Levin
Anderson
McForlane
Babb
Babb
Carter

FAMB 064 C

SAT

SMFA

S

Rubenstein

FAMBOB1 1
FAM 093 A
FAM 093 B
FAMB 094 1
FAMB 095 A
FAMB 095 B

w4
2224
2224
w2
w3

FAMB 065 1

FAMB 057 A
FAM 053 B
FAMB 058 A
FAM 055 A
FAM 056 A
FAMB 059 1
FAM 055 B
FAM 056 B
FAMBO61 1
FAMB 063 A
FAMB 064 A
FAMB 064 B
FAMB 073 B

y5 .
w4
Y5
w4
2113
W1W3
W1W3
2123
W1W3
W1W3
w3

SAT
SAT

SMFA

TUFTS
SMFA

TUAS
TUFTS
SMFA

TUFTS
TUFTS

TH

SAT

SMFA
SMFA

900-12:00&
1:00-400
R
6:30-930
T,TH 1:30-430
T, TH i:30-4:30
1
630-930
W
6:30-9:30
S 9:00-1200

SAT

SMFA

S

TUFTS
TUFTS

T,TH

FAMB 069 1

2123
W2W4
W1W3
W1W3
W2W4

FAMB 074 1
FAMB 047 1
FAMB 075 1
FAMB 077 A
FAMB 077 B
FAMB OB7 1
FAMB OB9 1

SMFA

TUFTS

Turn
SMFA

Gas
As0

As0
Whitman

As0
As0

PAPERMAKING
Papermaking

9:00-1200

Murphy

PERSPECTIVE (%e Drawing)
PORTRAITURE (See Drawing or Painting)
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photo: Foundotion
Photo: Foundation
Photo: Foundation
Photo: Intermed to Adv
Photo: lntermedto Adv

FAMB 043 B

SAT

SMFA

s

FAMB 011 1
FAMB 046 1

SAT

SMFA
SMFA

s
M

TUm

Arranged, Coll(617) 267-1219

FAM 099 1

Etching
LithoaraDhv
M i x i Meho in
hintmaking
Monoprinting
Monoprintinghonotype
Silk/Aquostreen hinting
Photo Silkscreen

w1

Sculpture: lntro to
Bumps on the Wall
Fifteen Figures
The Long Pose
Woodworking: Art
8 Technique
Woodworking: lntermed
to Advanced

FAM 064 A
FAM 066 A

M, W 1:30-430

TUFTS
SMFA

630-930
M, W 630-930
MI W 6:30-930
T,TH 630-930

Angier
Angier
Mussina
Angier
Mussino

w2
w1
w4

SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

T
M
R

6:30-9:30
6:30-930
630-930

Scott
Brennan
Brennan

w2
w1
w3

SMFA
SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

T
S
M
W

6:30-930
900-12:OO
6:30-9:30
630-930

Scott
Siegelman
lianko
lionko

FAMB OB0 1
FAMBOB1 1
FAMB OB4 1
FAMB OB5 1
FAMB 097 1

w1
w4
w4
w2
W1W3

SMFA
SMFA
SMFA
SMFA
SMFA

M
R

6~30-9130
630-930
TH 630-930
T
630-9:30
M, W 630-930

Star

FAMB 097 01

W2W4

SMFA

T,R

630-930

Ru
ii

FAMB 090 1

SAT

SMFA

s

900-1200

Bushway

FAMBO91 1
FAMB 093 1

w3
SAT

SMFA
SMFA

W

6:30-930
1:00-4:00

Davis
Hudson, Jeff

FAMB 068 1

FAM 067 B

SMFA

SAT

GOSS

Helmick
Helmick
Rn
ii

STAINED GLASS

Landry
TBA

Stoined Glass

900-1200

Gordner

VIDEO

1:00-400
630-930

White
Londry

6~30-930
630-930

INTERNSHIP
Visuol Arts Internship

Painting: Introduction to
Painting: Introduction to
Painting: lntro, Cont'd
Painting: Intro, Cant'd
Painting: Foundation
Painting: Foundation
Painting: Foundation
Painting: lntermed to Adv
Painting: lntermed to Adv
Painting: lntenned to Adv
Painting 8 Archetypes
Realist Pointing
Realist Painting
Portrait Painting 8
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INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING
Stopforth# ck .5

Prerequisite: None

FAM 025 A
Friday 1:30-4:30
(ZS) Lane Hol

This is an introductory course in drawing which is offered for half credit.
Emphasis is placed on drawing as a creative tool and as a means of learning
to see. Problemswil center around rendering, composition, the use of perspective, design, and the figure. A variety of materiak wil be used in specific
assigned problems.

INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING:
CONTINUED

FAM 025 B

Stopforth,

Friday 1:30-4:30
(ZS) h e Hal

cv: .5

Prerequisite: FAMB 025 A

This course is the second semester continuation of Drowing: Introduction. It
should be taken after Drawing: Introductionby those students who want to
receive a full credit in drawing. It wil build upon and expand the technical
and expressive skills acquired by the student in the first semester.
INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING
Lyman, ck .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 023 B
Tues. 630-930
(W2) SMFA

This is an introductionto figure drawing M o creative function and a means
of learning to see. It covers drawing techniques such as perception, perspective, modeling, space and articulation. Using modek BS subject matter and
points of departure, problems and rhythm, movement and gesture are presented to develop the student's response to form. Design is stresed and use
of o variety of media encouraged.

FOUNDATION DRAWING
sybrick#
1
Prerequisite: None

cv:

F A M 026 A
Mon. EL Wed.

1:30-4:30
(2123) Lane Hall

This beginning course is structured with different assignments or exercises
given each class in attempting to give a complete introduction to the nature
of drawing. The exercises focus on various aspects including gesture, rhythm,
spontaneity, contours, plones, perspective, portrait, onatomy, light and shade,
hatch lines, memory drawing, 20 and 3D space, volume, positive and negative space, proportion, tonal composition, etc. Group crits, book illustrations,
illustrations by the instructor and full attendance are integral ports of this
course. Students are required to purchase a modest but varied list of materiok, which wil be discussed at the first class. Homework is not required but
optional.
Despite the structure, drawing is treated as a highly personal experience in
which each student develops hisher own way to draw and to "see." The student is taught to observe factually and respond creatively to subiect, form
and media, as draftsmanship and expressive abilities ore developed simultoneously.

FOUNDAflON DRAWING
Dew, CV: 1
Prerequisite: None

FAM 027 A
Tues. L lhurs. k30-4:30
(2224) Lane Hall

This beginning course in drm'ng wli cover the principles of drawing including gesture, droftsmonship, 30 concepts, plones (simple and
complex), perspective, anatomy, tone and modeling, twodimensionol observation, proportion ond measurement, positive and negative space, placement
and value composition. The course is structured and new problems and exercises ore given for each closs. The study of drawing wil be treated as an individual personol experience where all students should see their abilities and
potential by semester's end. Students learn to observe factually ond respond
creatively as principles of droftsmanship and expressive abilities are developed simultoneously.

FOUNDATION DRAWING
Freeman, CV: 1
Prerequisite: None

FAM 028 A
Mon. & Wed. 630-930
(Wl W3) Lane Hall

This course is for all students with an interest in a visual drawing experience,
even those who haven't taken a drawing course before. Students wil build a
solid foundation of drawing skills through a series of inclass exercises, both
traditional and experimental. Students wil also be introduced to a variety of
black and white moterials (charcoal, conte, ink, etc.). Visual sources include
obiects, interior spaces, and the human figure. Gestural and analytical skills
will be developed through quick and sustained drawing. The descriptive and
aesthetic qualities of line, moss, value, shape and texture wil be explored
and used to creote form, spoce, light and dynamic compositions. Each student
wil be encouraged to express and develop hisher own potential. Students
are expected to attend every session and to solve, within their capacity,
every problem given. Attendance is important. Some homework will be
assigned.

FOUNDATION DRAWING
I CAN'T DRAW
Doborn, ck 1
Prerequisite: None

F A M 029 A
Tues. L h r s . 630-930
(W2W4) Lane Hall

This w i s e is designed forthose who hove hod unhappy learning experiences
earlier in their education ond b e l i e that they connot draw. By creating a
friendly, non-judgemental atmosphere, we will prove that the fundamentak
m and leave all that
of drmhg can be learned by anyone willing to slow d
left bmin activity outside the studio door. Prerequisite: A sense of humor and
on open mind.

DRAWING: FOUNDATION
THROUGH INTERMEDIATE
Metcdf,
1
Preregrisie: None

cv:

FAMB 026 1
Mon. L Wed. 630-930
(WI W3) SMFA

Whether you're a beghner or m n e who wonts to recapture the drawing
experience, thiscourse wil meet your needs. Because drm'ng is at he heart
of a wide range of visual expression, you wil be encouraged to experiment
with a variety of approachesand moterials. Basic drawing skiik wil be developed through studio activities that also explore the exting relationship
between whpi matter and personalexpression. The humn figure, small
objects and your own imafiition wil be the sources for drawings done in
class. Bring pper and your favorite media to the first dass.

DRAWING ADVANCED
flym 8 Mencaff, CV: 1
Prerequisiie:
Two semesters of drowhg.

FAMB 027 1
Tues. & Thurs. 630-930
(W2W4) SMFA

This course is for the more advanced student and is bosed upon the premise
that drawing, on any level, is the observation and interpretationof sight,
thought and experience through marks. The ability to "see' is developedand
a visual means for personal expression through this medium is nurtured. A
model is used, with changing setups, m a point of departure for the creation
of images. Students are expected to toke risks and challenge their knowledge and experience.

DRAWING CLOSE TO PAINTING
TB4 CV: .5
Prereprrisite:

FAMB 028 1
Moo 630-930
(WI) SMFA

see ConK DeMptioA
This is a concentratedcourse for students who want to draw from mod& with
waterbased points and other materiak, and to transform those drm'ngs into
a group of paintings. Typicallystudents hove difficulty connecting the function of drawing with Lot of painting. The purpose of this course is to help
make suth tronsitions and transformotions and to come up with a meaningful
body of work in a focused environment. A model wil be available every other
week. The intervening periods wil be spent working from the drqhgs.
This course is for people with one or more years of drawing experience.
Substantial outside work is required. Critiqueswil be frequent.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING
Lymm ck 1
Prertplf'site None

FAMO63 1
Fri. k30-4:30
(Z5) l a t e Hdl

This course is designed for art students who want to give their work a greater
degree of realism through the use of perspectiveond for students interested
in architectural design and rendering. The course teaches the methods used
by orfists to give convincing illusion of 3D volume and space on a 2D surface. This is occomplished by the employment of porollel and converging
lines, the determination and control of size, the location relationships omong
3D forms and the representationof light and the resulting prediction
of shadow shapes for the clarification and enhancement of visual images.
The conventionol representotionalvocobulary of single, double ond muhiple
vanishing points along with measuring points, scale, etc., wil be explained
ond illustratedin demonstrationsand assigned problems. Problems in perspective wil be regularly assigned and must be completed by the student
outside of closs. This course may be repeated.
PORTRAIT PAINTING AND
DRAWING
carter, ck .I
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 073 A
Wed. 6:30-9:30

(W3) SMFA

The portrait is first a painting/drawing involving similar technical, organizational, spiritual and philosophical concerns of any g o d work of art. The initial objective is to produce a physical resemblance to the model but more
importantly progresstoward the elusive "other' ...inner life (ot times at the
expense of that physical likeness). Several approaches are introduced in
order to help the individual distover on appropriate direction.
Students interested in Drawing might also be interested in:
Mixed Media and Image Development
(Under MUlTlPlVMlXED MEDIA) (FAMB 051 11

BASIC FILMMAKING
Jarcho, ck .5
Prerccprisite: None

FAMB 036 1
Wed. 630-930
(W3) SMFA

This beginners course wil provide an introduction to the technicaland aesthetic aspects of Super 8 film production. It assumes tho! the student has little or
no experience of making film Super 8mm is an exciting format that is inexpensive ond the equipment is lightweight and eosy to learn. After students
become comforfobly fomilior with the equipment,emphasis wil be placed on
filming and editingthe moving image,@ wel as understoning how to put a
simple idea or story together on film. Spontaneity and experimentation wil
be encouraged.

ANIMATION
Cafazzo, CV: 1
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 037 1
Tws. EL Thurs. 630-930
(W2W41 SMFA

Developyour basic skilk of animation. Inexpensive alternative methods of
animating are taught, bringing high quality personol animation within reach
of the student. Basics of animation theory, motion and technique are taught
through o series of demonstrations and exercises. Problems in abstract and
natural motions, ph*cs, and metamorphosiswil be solved by the animator
in flipbooks. line animation, cells, pixillation, rotoscoping, cycles, lip synchronization, and drawing onto film are covered. Experimentationwith various
media, SlKfi m p o d , watercolor, Xerox, cutouts, cloy and sand is encouraged. Prior knowledge of filmmaking or drawing not necessory. Work is done
in both Super 8mm and video-IVHS Format).

ANIMATION INTR-ADV
cafozzo, ck .I
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 038 B
sat.

IAIO-400

(SAT) SMFA

This class wil emphasize completion of a semester long project, i.e., o
film and soundtrack of your creation. As an advanced onimotor you will
be encouraged to produce a more personal or self portrait type of film,
The Super 8 or 16mm formats will be available. Time will be set aside for
individual and group assistance such os storyboard sessions, lip sync, and
sound mixing.

GRAPHIC DESIGN Pape, CV: 1
Prerequisite: Foundation
Design suggested

FAM 039 A
Mom. & Wed. 6:30-9:30
(W1W3) Lone Hall

This is a commercially oriented course in visual communicationsthat wil cover
conceptualdesign, layout, typography, production and computer graphics.
Students wil work individuolly on realistic communicationsprojects. This
course includes problem solving analysis, creative concepts, and basic computer skills using Freehand Software needed for any ort director. This course is
designed to occommodote both the beginner and more advanced students
through a series of lectures, class critiques and field trips.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
Pape, ck 1
Prerequisite: FAM 039 A or
equivdent

FAM 039 B
Mon. EL Wed. 6:30-9:30
(W1W3) Lane Hdl

This is an advanced course in advertising design covering odvonced design
techniques, practical applications of new materials and current communica-

tions theory. Students wil work individually on graphic design problems and

---

wil further develop their awareness of how design enhances communicotion
in all printed media. Class critiques, lectures ond trips to printing houses are

on important part of the course and regular attendance is imperative.
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Londrp w. .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 041 1
Wed. k30-930
(W3) SMFA'

This intensive course presents a brood range of design msignments based on
realistic project case histories. Students are taught to carry a number of
assignments at once by breaking them down into logical procedure steps
including problem analysis, creative concept development, m k u p develop
ment, and finished ort and mechanical. As the course progresses, emphosis
shifts from idea generation and design theory to mechanicalart, the reproduction camera, typesetting and other technical skills. Slide lectures on creativity, design and color theory, graphic design and letterform history, typog
raphy, sign system and environmental graphics, and the work of internationally prominent designers are o regular part of the course. Students may
bring and concentrate on special projects of their own in the class. The course
is designed to accommodate both beginners who want to develop basic
design thinking and skil s, ond more advanced students who may wont to utilize the course to develop their portfolios.

FAMB 043 A
GRAPHIC DESIGN ON THE
COMPUTER
TBA, ck .I
Mon. 6:30-930
Prerequisite: Graphic Design
(Wl) SMFA
This "User Friendly" introductory course in design and production on the Moc
my be taken as an independent course, for students with some graphic
design course experience, or as an companion course to Grophic Design
FAMB 041 1 or FAM 039 A.
The course wil cover a range of design problems from logo to publication
design with an emphasis on typogrophy and the possibilities of creative page
layout using "Aldus PageMaker" PuarkXPress"and "Aldus FreeHand". It ako
includes on overview of Mac graphic design copbilities as well as an introduction to the "Adobe Photoshop" progrom. Along with its interest for intermediate design students, this course may have particular interest for "computerphobic" professionalswanting to shift their troditionol drawing and
mechanicalskilk to the computer, and for "desktq' professionals in need of
some professional graphic design and typography training. In addition to
regular doss assignmenk students may bring proiech of their own to the
dws and use the doss as a portfolio development workshop.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN ON THE
COMPUTER
Gardner, CV: .5
prerequisite: Graphic Design
and see course description.

FAMB 043 B
Sat. 9 s 1 2 d O
(SAT) SMFA

Most of the graphic proMems will address the design process: c o q t u o l
graphic thinking, dynamic composition and typography. Sample dass prob
lems range from logos and page layout problems (print output) to ween
design (electronic media) for on interactive kiosk design or home poge on
the World Wide Web. We will a h address the process and procedures
involved in prototyping a graphical user inferface (GUI). Ihe variety of
graphic problems wil be modeled after "real life" visual design problems
encountered by graphic artists today. Almost all assignments wil be done in

dms.
lhis is a good foundotion course for anyone thinking of getting into multime-.

1

1
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BUMPS ON THE WALL
Gosr, cv: .5
Prerequisite:

/

Fast p a d and fun, this basic and intermediategraphic design course provides on overview of visual design and typography for print and electronic
media as a starting point for leorning Adobe Photoshop and Adobe
Illustrator.

'

1
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FAMBOll 1
Sat. 1m-4:oo
(SAT) SMFA

The objective of the workshop is the creation of a children's book "dummy"
which wil be suitable for submission to a publisher. Each manuscript is continually cross-criticizedby the other students os well as the instructor until it
is sufficiently polished. We discuss subject matter, relations with editodpublishers, communicationwith children, page layout, roll models, attention to
current social issues, parents' concerns, relation of visuol presentation to
text, and comparisons with children's literature in the past.

ILLUSTRATION
Landry, CV: .5
Prerequisite: None

torials, short stories, book iackets, and posters. The choice of a mural design
or children's book project is presented os the final class assignment. Students
moy bring special projectsof thsir own to the class. The course is designed to
be responsiveto individual student needs and to accommodate both beginners seeking foundotion skills, and more odvonced students who may want
to utilize the course to develop their portfolios.

VISUAL ARTS INTERNSHIP
Arranged Call 267-1219

FAMO99 1

JEWELRY 8 OBJECT-MAKING
Hughes, Ck 1
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 048 1
Mon. It Wed. 630-930
(W1W3) SMFA

MXED MEDIA AND
IMAGE DEVELOPMENT

FAMB 052 1

Rosenberg, CV: $5

sat. 900-1200

Prereguisitc: None

(SAT) SMFA

Students ore introduced to new ideas and techniques to create, manipulate
and develop images os wel as transform one piece of art work into another.
Partiapants experiment using various drawing and pointing materials and
explore the vast possibilities of combining media in collage and construction.
Students may start from scratch with new materials, or from paintings, drawings, prints or sculptures thot just don't "work," to create new images.
Emphasis is on the individual using materials in a personal and expressive
woy. Open to students on oll levels.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCllON
stonul# ck .5
Offered Spring Tern Only

FAMO56 1

,

Musicalinstruments have always merged design and aesthetic considwotions
with the practical requirementsof sound production, the mare successfulproducts being on exalted blend of ort, physics and function. A wide variety of
woodworking skills and techniques ore developed to realize these design
obiectkx Often they involve shaping, bending and pining diaphanously
thin wood into delicate yet omazingly strong structures. These skills can 01x1
be applied to a wide range of other wood fabricotiom and sculptures.
Students are expected to make a functional and aesthetically satisfying instrument which, depending on their interest and woodworking experience, moy
range From a simple folk instrument (e.! dulcimer, drum, kalimbol to a more
ambitious project.
Basic hand tool &orking
skilk ore necessary for people taking this
course, The Wood Art and Technique course SCP 061 (01 would provide
excellent woodworking skilk for this course.

This class for beginning through advanced students covers the fundamentals
of bosic metal construction. Students ore encouraged to explore both jewelry
and object making. Technique and design go together in projed development
os a working vocobuloryis explored and learned. We wil cover surface patterning, metal inlay, stone settingjorging and raising. Non-traditionalmehods will also be explored. Strong emphasis is placed onpersonol idea development os o twlin creating individual statements in metol along with the
possible use of other materiols.

METALS: JEWELRY 8
METALSMITHING
Priest, Ck 1
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 049 1
Tues. 6, Thurs. 630-930
(W2W4) SMFA

This course is about non-ferrous metol, its limitless potential and beoufy.
Metok natural properties, color, weight, strength, malleability and durability,
provides the artist with endless creative possibilities. This course explores
some of these possibilitiesfor the purpose of designing and fabricating jewelry, small sculptures, or functional objects. Lectures and demonstrations wil be
given of a wide variety of techniques such as; sawing, riveting, surface textures, silver soldering, forming or forging, ond stone setting. Assignments wil
be given out thot enable the student to use their imagination and individuality, while leorning skills.
Advanced students ore encouraged to expand their knowledge of metol, os
well os develop their own personal form of expression. Projects wil be sug
gested that will challenge their abilities while creating their own unique ideas.
The course wil include mare complicated fabricating, forming, and stone
setting techniques

Thun. 630-9:30
IW4) SMFA

Thsi course is the continuorion of Introductionto Painting and should hi
For sculptors, painters, people who draw, and for photographers who want to
l sculpture format. lhe course
realize their idem in a threedimensional, wa
is designed to encompass the needs of those who ore working in two or
more ddplines and want to fm all of these approachesinto one art experience: wall sculpture. For some, it entails riiks with the transformath of
of suth
painted and drawn imoges into "reol' space and the &nits
action. For others it presents the challenge of literally bouncing 3D idem off
the wall and seeing if they stick. The class investigates new woys of hands
on work in m b l o g e , cdor on obi&, transformation of medii, okhemy,
and fastening techniques. We wil supply many of the material for the dms
proie. bch student should have previous MI experience in any of the four
medii thot wil be combined. Thii is a g r e course for those who h e taken
Art as Process and want to continue their artistic explomlion, or those who
feel they may need o khtort or tune up in their work.

FAMB 046 1
Mon. 630-9:30
(Wl) SMFA

An intensive course in pictorial communication with weekly assignments, slide
lectures, and critiques. The course covers idea generation, personal style, studim methodsand reproduction camera. Slide lectures present the work of
illustrators, pointers ond sculptures of particular significance for illustrators.
Class proiects will include theoretical assignments, and the illustrationof edi-

FAMB 058 A

CONTINUED
zories,
.5
Prereqaisitc: FAM 053 A,
FAMB 057 A or equivaleni

cv:

FAMB081 1
b r . 630-930
(W4) SMFA

dia, and user interface design. Prior graphic design experience is desirable.

CHILDREN'S BOOK WORKSHOP
Whiie, CV: .5
Prerequisite: None

INTROWCTlONTO PAINTING,

INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING
Belton, W..5
Rereqrrisite: None

FAM 053 A
Fri. 930.1 2 3 0

US)lane Hal

Beginning painters wil explore pointing issues'and techniques in a ployhrlly
serious woy. Process, not product, is stressed. Experimentation and openness
are required. Students learn to enjoy pointing by mastering bosic skil s.
Working in either oil or acrylic paints, students explore the basics of how to

build a painting, including concepts of line, value, color, composition of 20
and 3D space, etc. We wil do these things working with the live model, still
life, etc., as the interests of the closs dictate. Work is done during class time.
We wil ob see contemporary work in local galleries and museums. Previous
drawing experience is preferred but not required. Instruction wil be geored
to individual needs of the students.

INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING
Zonies, CV: .5

Prerequisite: None

FAMB 057 A
Thurs. 630-930
(W4) SMFA

This course introduces the beginning student to the expressive potential of
point (oil or acrylic). Students develop their visual perception and expressive
copobilities os wel os o working knowledge of materials ond techniques of
pointing. Projects include stil life, londscape and figure. An independent project is encouroged. Issues of drawing, color, light, space, composition ond the
orchestration of o painting ore oddressed. Instruction is individualized with
periodic class criiiques.

INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING,
CONTINUED
Belton, CV: .5
Prerequisite: FAM 053 A,
FAMB 057 A or quivdmt

FAM 053 B
F r i 930-1 2 3 0
(YS) Lane Hal

taken after Introductionto Painting in order to ocquire the equivalent of a
ful [v 1 foundation course in painting. It builds upon and expands the technical and expressive skilk acquired by the student in the prior semester (FAM
053 A or FAME 055 A). Note: Continuedc o u m may be taken for credit on
unlimited number of times.

FAM 055 A
Mon. md Wed. 1:304:30
(2123) h e Hdl

FOUNDATION PAINTING
stopfo& ck 1
Prereqdsite: None

Thin course is on introduction to the moteriik and methods of painting. The
framework of the couw emphasizes the importonce of individual responses

and ideas, therefore no prior experience is required.
Acrylic paint is used in exploring a wide range of subject matter, from irdinary, everyday objects to the humon figure and face. Work in progres is discussed conmtedy with each iridividuoland with the group as a whole.
The purpose of the course is to develop both a brood understanding of color,
shape, structure and space, and the confidence to recognize and value the
extraordinary process of making art.

FAM 056 A
Mon. 8 Wed. 630-!k30
(W1W3) Lane Hall

FOUNDATION PAINTING
Levin, W.1
Prerequisite: None

This is on introductory course in the theory and practice of painting. Projects
include direct studies from both stilllife objects and the live model, using oil
or acrylic paint. Emphasis wil be placed on understanding the use of color,
light, composition and point handling. Specific painting assignments will be
given and class critique wil toke ploce regularly.

FAMB 059 1
Mon 8 Wed 630-9:30
(W1W3) SMFA

FOUNDATION PAINTING
syrbick#cv: 1
Prerequisite: None

Assuming studentshave no prior experience, this structured course storb with
the basics of color mixing, brush handling, use of media, stretch of canvass,
etc., but quickly odvoces ro more challenging problems. It is a broad introduction to painting,with many theories ond techniques presented through specific
assignments. Pointing, realistic or abstract, is approached as image making to
communicateideos visually. To know only one way to make images can limit
the scopeof ideas one con expressandthe future directions one can rake.
Therefore technical methods range from the monochrome underpointing,glazing and numbling of the old masters to mare contemporary "wet on wet"
techniques. lheory given emphasizes visuol thinking and the need to Lillyutilize, coordinate, and relate all elements such as form, color, space, scale, and
proportion, etc., to one effed in order to communicatestronglyond efftKtively
and to fully reolize ideas. Considerableinformationis given much with hstorical background and illustrations. Homework is optional. Materials should be
brought to the first class (a suggestedlist is available by calling 267-1219]

FAM 055 B

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
PAINTING
Stopforth, ck 1
Prerequisite: Introduction or
Foundation Painting

Mon. 8 Wed. k30-4:30
(2123) Lane Hall

lhii course is an extension of Painting: Foundotion with o much greoti:r
emphasis on independent and personal directions. The exploration of moteriak wil include the use of oil point and a more voried manipulation of scale.
Considerotionwil also be given to relief constructions in conjunction kith collage. The assignments set ore more challenging and require more imoginotive solutiom developed through discussion and evoluation of work in
progress. Note: Continued courses may be repeated for os many time!; os o
student wonts to.

FAM 056 B

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
PAINTING
Levin, CV: 1
Prerequisite: Introduction or
Foundation Panting.

Mon. 8 Wed. 6:30-930
(W1W3) Lane Hall

This course builds on Painting: Introductionor Foundotion, and is intended
for students with some painting background. Instruction is specifically
designed to meet the individual needs of the students, to develop their technicol skilk and increase their expressive visual vocabulary. Projects ale
designed to offer students indepth involvement in color, spoce ond coinposi
tion.

INTERMEDIATE THROUGH
ADVANCED PAINTING
Anderson# cv: 1
Prerequisite: Foundation
Painting or Equivalent

FAMB 061 1
Mon 8 Wed 630-5k30
(W1W3) SMFA

Thii dass is predicted upon a delight in and a foxination with pointing.
Students are expected to have already achieved 5ome mastery of bsic painting skilk which wil be buih upon throughout he semester.

The dms structwe will allow for both on individual workshop type sihuation
s d os on opportunity for group
for those studants that mmi

prw

mare structure. Studentswil be free to pursue their awn interests and modes
of expression. Emphasis will b p l o d on developing the students tastes and
sensibilities as painters so that they may achieve mare and mare sophisticated levels of mastery. Models wil be available far those who desire to work
from the figure although any mode of expression is aaeptable.
Both individual and group nitiques wil be conducted throughout the semester and these wil indude works done outside the classroom. Works of other
artists wil be explored as well as a dialogue of whOt it means to be a painter
as we move toward the 2l'century.

PAINTING AND ARCHETYPES
FOR NEW EXPRESSIONS
McFalane, W..5
Prerequisite: See Note*

FAMB 063 A
Wed. 630-930
(W3) SMFA

This pointing course introduces art forms from various cultures as the conceptual basis for a variety of discussions and painting activities. Students may
also draw ideas for their paintings from personal myths,dreams, poetry, or
written narratives, their awn diaries and doodles. African, Oceanic islands,
Japanese, Chinese, Caribbean, Medieval European and South American
(Brazilian) cultures and objects wil be examined through slides in terms of
function, meaning and expressive visual qualities. Students are encouraged
(but not required) to keep a diary. Some assigned readings are encouraged.

WATERCOLOR INTERMEDIATE
TO ADVANCED
b o , cv: 1
Prerequisite: FAM 093 A or
Equivdent

FAM 093 B
Tues. & Thurs. 1:30-4:30
(22Z4) lane HaU

Students will develop the expressive and technical &ilk acquired the first
semester and expand their understanding of the elements that work together
to make a painting. Note: (ontinued course may be taken for credit an
unlimited number of times.

WATERCOLOR

FAMB 094 1
Tue. 630-9:30
(W2) SMFA

W
h
m
i CV: .5
Prerequisite None

This painting course is open to beginning through o d v a d watercolor students. Some drawing experience is necessary. Students paint directly from
the figure. The focus of the entire course is an work with calor, drawing, and
Composition. There are, however, exercises to help students develop familiarity and skill with paint, paper, and brushes. Experimentationwith other water
based media (such as gouache, acrylic), as well M work with drawing materials and collage is encouraged. Frequent group dscussiom, slide presenta
tiom, and reviews of work done outside of class. This course emphasizes both
learning to see and development of individual expression.

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
PHOTOGRAPHY
Angier, cv: 1
Prerequisite Fomdatioa
Photo or equivalent

and processes: how to expose and develop film and haw to print the negatives. The technical aspect of the course is geared toward finer control of
exposure and materials.
Developmentof visual ideas will be emphasized, and individual and group
critiques wli be arranged in order to broaden both personal approaches and
a fuller understanding of the medium. (lass attendance is mandatary and
group participationis highly encouraged.

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
PHOTOGRAPHY
Mussina, CV: 1
Prerequisite: Foundation
photo or ecprivolent

FAMB 095 A
Wed 6 W 9 3 0
(W3) SMFA

REALIST PAINTING
Babb, CV: .5
Prerequisite: Drawing
experience rewmended

FAMB 064 A
Sat. 930-1 2 M
(SAT) SMFA

WATERCOLOR
bo#cv: .I
plercgpisite: None

FAMB 095 B

ETCHING

sat. 900-12.96

Scott,

(SAT) SMFA

Prerequisite: None

REALIST PAINTING
Babb, Ck .5
Prerequisite: Drawhg
experience recommended

FAMB 064 B
Sat. 130-4:oo
(SAT) SMFA

This course consists of inclass work from the d e l and still life, other subiects, interiirs, citystapes and landscapes in which the potential of the use of
photographs and preliminary drawings are explored. Attitudes toward subject
matter, subiect'vity and objectivity, visual perception, illusionism, naturalism,
idealism, etc., are discussed and the formalisms of design, composition and
color are related to the structuring and interpreting of space. No prerequisites, but drawing experience is recommended.

PORTRAIT PAINTING AND
DRAWING
Carter, Ck 1
Prerequisite: Painting
experience recommended

wider knowledge of art will be given during each class. No previous training
necessary. Students may register for one or hvo class sessions of thii course
per week.
Students interested in Painting might aka be interested in:
Mixed Media and Image Development (FAMB 051 11listed under
MUUlPlE/MlXED MEDIA

FAMB 073 B
Tue. EL Thur 6:30-930
(W2W4) SMFA

The portrait is first a painting/drawing involving similar technical, organizational, spiritual and philosophical concerns of any good work of art. The initial objective is to produce a physical resemblanceto the model but more
importantly progress toward the elusive "other" ...inner life (at times at the
expense of that physical likeness.) Several approaches are introduced in
order to help the individual discover an appropriate direction.

BUMPS ON THE WALL
Goss, CV: .5
Prerequisite:

as representationalart and wil challenge students to discover new aspeas of
the medium. A short lecture of general information an watercolor and a

FAMB 081 1
Thur. 630-930
(W4) SMFA

PAPERMAKING
Srmwr, CV: .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 065 1
sat. MO-1290

(SAT) SMFA

This is a course far the intermediate to advanced student who wishes to
explore the medium in greater depth as well M for the beginning student
who wants a thorough exposure to the range of possibilities the medium has
to offer. Aside from learning the basic techniques of hard ground, soft
ground and aquatint, there wil be demonstrations of sugar lift, white
ground, thine colle, multiple plate color printing and registration, color viscosity printing, photo etching, and relief etching technques. Students are
encouragedto bring into class ideas they are interested in working on. Also a
review of their work done prior to this dass, whether or not they have done
printmaking, is recommended. Students unsure of their imagery wil discover
S the
problems to work an as a result of individual dixussian in ~ M with
instructor.

LITHOGRAPHY
Brennan, Ck .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 047 1
Moa. 630-9:30
(Wl) SMFA

FAM 064 A

realize their ideas in a 30, wall sculpture format. The course is
designed to encompass the needs of those who are working in two or mare
disciplines and want to focus all of these approaches into one art experience:

Prerequisite: None
FOUNDATION PHOTOGRAPHY
Angier, Ck 1
Prerequisite: None

FAM 066 A
Tues. EL Thurs. 630-930
(W2W4) Jackson Gym

These foundation courses wil cover fundamental aspects of photography as a
means of personal expresion: craft, seeing/perception, design, critiquing,
history ond hard work. The aquisition of bmic skilk in the craft of phatography necessary to make technically good black and white prints wil be
emphasized along with the development of a photographic aesthetic.
Gtigues wil be held to assist students in judging their work. The course wil
also give basic historical information to provide a coniext in which the students wli be working.
Students must have a manually adiustoble (nonautomatiO35mm camera
with a 50mm lens and provide film and printing paper. The s
chdwil provide chemicak and darkroom facilities. Approximate cast of supplies wil be
SI50. Three to six hours per week of lab time outside of class wil be
required.

FOUNDATION PHOTOGRAPHY
Mussina, cv: 1
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 068 1
Mon. 8 Wed. 630-930
(WlW3) SMFA

This introductory course in the art and craft of photography emphasizesthe
use of the camera as o creative tool. Students are taught to use several types
of cameras and related equipment, to properly expose and develop film, and
to create good black and white prints. Once students acquire these basic photographic technical skilk, they shift focus from photographic craft to the art
of photography. Students must have a fully adjustable camera.

-5-

A course for students interested in learning the varied methods and tech-

Demonstrationsand lectures are an ongoing port of the course. To fully
understand and control the lithographic process, be prepared to take notes,
collect information and attend class regularly. Advanced as well as beginning
students are encouraged to take this course. Homework assignments are not
given; however, sketches, drawings and ideos for prints should be done outside of dass time. Lithography demands patience, Concentration and
endurance. To make and accept our mistakes is part of thii learning experience.

Mon. EL Wed. 1:30-430
(2123) Jockson Gym

An introductionto watercolor painting far beginners. The basic techniques
and the characteristics innate to the watercolor medium wil be explored.
Frequent exercises wil develop the individual's understanding of the medium
in technical, expressive, and historical terms. Great watercolorists wil be
studied. There wil be a trip to see masterpiecesfrom the Museum of Fine
Arts' watercolor collection. Basic skills wil include watercolor techniques, light
(indoor and outdoor), figureground relationships, and color
(mixing, layering, theory, perspective).

FAMB 074 1
Tues. 630-9:30
(W2) SMFA

ferent pulps, basic sheet forming, collaging, vacuum forming techniques, pulp
spraying and the use of coloring agents are taught. Students are encouraged
to explore their own applications of this versatile medium as they gain technicol experience.

FOUNDATION PHOTOGRAPHY

FAM 093 A
. Tues. EL lhurs. k30-430
(2224) Lane Hall

cv: .5

niques of fine Art lithography. You will be working on lithograph stones and
aluminum plates. We wil explore direct drawing, tronsfer images, and photo
collage methods.

Angier, CV: 1

WATERCOLOR
Aso, CV: 1
Prerequisite: None

Tues. EL Thurs, 6:30-930
(W2W4) SMFA

lhis class explores the possibilities of paper as a direct and malleable art
material. By coloring pulp, farming it over armatures and combining it with
found materiak, students create both 2D and 3D pieces. Preparation of dd

For sculptors, painters, people who draw, and photographerswho rmnt to

wall sculpture. For some, it entoils risks with the transformationof painted
and drawn imoges into "real" space and the mechaniu of such action. For
others it presents the challenge of literally bouncing 3D ideas off the wall
and seeing if they stick. The class investigates new woys of handson work in
assemblage, calor on obi&, transformation of media, alchemy, and fastening techniques. We will supply many of the moterials far the class projects.
Each student should have previous art experience in any of the four media
that wil be combined. This is a great course for those who hove taken Art as
Process and wont to continue their artistic exploration, or those who feel they
may need a kickstart or tune up in their work.

FAMB 069 1

During the first half of the semester, msiinments, critiques ond illustrated
lectures provide a forum to explore critical issues pertaining to photography.
Also advanced film expasure, development controk and printing techniques
are covered. During the semester's second half emphasis is on the creation
of a cohesive body of work. lob time wil be available during the course.

WATERCOLOR
ko,
.5
Prerecpisite: Nons

A general introduction to watercolor, using an Eastern approach to the medium, whii focuses on the vision of expressingnature through transparent,
pure and standard watercdor media. It wil cover aspects of abstract as wel

Mon. & Wed 630-930
(WlW3) Jackson Gym

niicourse presumes a basic w o r k q knowledge of photographic materials

*Students must have at least one semester of solid painting and drawing
experience. Beginnersare not allowed.

w.

FAM 067 B

MIXED MEDIA IN

FAMB 075 1

PRINTMAKING
Brennan, Cy: .5
Prerequisite: None

Thurs. 630-930
(W4) SMFA

This course is offered to students interested in working and learning about a
variety of processes in printmaking. Far the beginning student it is the apportunity to create a woodcut, bite an etching plate, or dxover the technique of
collagraph printing. Advanced students have the entire studio at their
disposal and are encouragedto expand skills that are already understood.
Demonstratiomwil be given throughout this course. There is individual
instruction os well as discussion of your print imoges throughout the course.
Finding what you want to express and the best woy to say it in print is
our goal.

MONOPRINTING/MONOTYPE
Scott, cv: .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 077 A
Wed. 630-930
(W3) SMFA

MONOPRINTING/MONOTYPE
Siegelman, Ck .5
Prerequisite: None

Sat. 930-1 2 3 0

FAMB 077 B
(SAT) SMFA

Monoprinting and monotype are exciting ways to combine drawing and
painting with printmiking. Both are ways of making single unique prints and
act as a natural introduction to printmaking. Each is a very versatile and
flexible medium offering a wide range of possibilities far personal expression. The class is run as an open studio where students are encouragedto
experiment and thoroughly explore the medium. Demonstrations of manaprintingtechniques are given, leaving ample time for work, group dixussiom
and critiques.
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INTRODUCTION TO
SCREENPRINTING
Lido, CV: .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 087 1
Moa. 630-930
(Wl) SMFA

This course offers an alternative to traditional printmoking. Students will
have an opportunity to learn a number of screen printing techniques, from
monotypes ond block out prom to creating photo stencik. We wil experiment with unusualtextural effects and compose cdlages from printed moterial.

In the beginning the emphmis wil be an learning the basic techniques, but
as skilk develop so wil the concept of the many possibilities this versatile
medium offers.
Individual assistance by the instructor and doss discussions on the work in
progress wil help students with developing their critical mreness and
expanding their imagery. Only water based inks wil be used.

PHOTO SCREENPRINTING

Lianko, CV: .5
-- L
-

Prerequisite: None

FAMB 089 1
Wed. 630-930
(W3) SMFA

\

This course is for students who want to explore the photo screen printing
process mare extensively. We wil prepare stencils from photo copies, hand
drown or painted positives and work with photo collages. The g w l is to
develop imagery that transforms the photo into a new form, with the emphasis being more on creative interpretation than on technical proficiency. Our
large platemaker and light table enable students to develop magnified
images. Individual canwhation and group discussions are an important part
of the process.

FAMB 097 1

WOODWORKING ART 8
TECHNIQUE
Rizzi, CV: 1
Prerequisite: None

Mon. 8 Wed. 630-930
(W1W3) SMFA

Throughout history, waod has provided a sensuous, expressive and functional
medium for the masks of the African Dogon, the chairs of the Shakers, the
sculptures of Brancusi and the boxes of Cornell. From construdon grade
lumber to exotic hardwoods, every speaes offers the artist both resistance
and suggestion, and every type of construction its unique appeal. This course
is for those who appreciate the beauty, utility and artistic potential of woad
and who want to acquire the basic skilk of working it. While exploring the
historical and contemporary uses of wood, students wil be encouraged to
develop and expand a vocabulary of technical and aesthetic resources with
which they can design and construct artistit and structurally sound pieces.
Instruction in both hand and power tool tdniques wil be covered, induding
methods of laminating, bending, carving and turning.

WOODWORKING: INTERMEDIATE
THROUGH ADVANCED
RiZ& CV: 1
Prerequisite: FAMB 097
or consent

FAMB 097 1
Tuet. 8 Thur. 630-930
(W2W4) SMFA

This continuation of Wood: Art and Technique (SCP 061 COl) is for students
who have acquired a sound foundation in the use of woodworking took. The
course concerns itself with the creafive vses of Wood, from cabinet-making to
sculpture. Designingfor wood is emphasized far the purpose of obtaining a
satisfactory combination of structure, function and aesthetics,

A bmic knowledge of the screen printing process is helpful, but not required.
only woter bmed inks wil be used.

INTRODUCTION TO SCULPTURE
Star, W..5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 080 1
Mon., 630-930
(Wl) SMFA

In this course a basic vocabulary of sculpture wil be covered in a series of
projects designed to demonstrate formal values and stimulate personal
expression. Simple methods and materiak wil allow us to experience a variety of approaches abstract, conceptual, figurative to artmaking. The course
progresses from simple exercises, to working from the model, to whatever
conceptual distance students can trovel.

BUMPS ON THE WALL
Goss, CV: .5
Prerequisite:
-_I

F A M B O ~ I ~ ''

FAMB 084 1

T ~ u ~ sk30-930
.
(W4) SMFA

The figure and the clock are the only constants in this brood based exploration of 3D expression. Each session presents a different life madel, a different pose and a new conceptual challenge, resulting in a sculpture
completed in three hours.
The fast pace and varied approaches are designed to stimulate new ways of
sculpting the figure. Basic working skills in various media are taught, including clay, direct plaster, constructed wood, found ob@ assemblage and more.
Designed for beginning and intermediate students, this course may also benefit the advanced sculptor seeking new possibilities in the human form.

THE LONG POSE
Helmid, CV: .5
Prerequigte: None

sat. 900-1 200

(SAT) SMFA

This course is offered to beginning os well os advanced students. Beginning
students are taught the process of producing leaded glass panek while
becoming acquainted with the variety of visual experiences possible through
the interactionof gloss and light. Advanced studentsare encouragedto
explore different techniques such os sandblasting, painting, laminating and
layering. As students become mare familiar with the technical ospects of the
medium the course shifts its principal focvs to the art of the gloss, emphwizing color, light, and the translation of student's ideos into the language of
gloss. Materiak are not included in tuition. Gloss and other supplies are purchased by the student from the school os needed.

\.

Thur. 630-930
(W4) SMFA

Far sculptors, painters, people who draw, and photographerswho want to
realize their ideas in a threedimensional, wal sculpture format. The course is
designed to encompass the needs of those who are working in two or more
disciplines and wont to focus all of these approachesinto one art experience:
wall sculpture. For some, it entaik risks with the transformtion of painted
and drown images into "real" space and the mechanics of such action. For
others it presents the challenge of literally bouncing 3D ideos off the wall
and seeing if they stick. The class investigates new ways of hands on work in
assemblage, color on objects, transformation of media, alchemy, and fastening techniques. We will supply many of the materiok for the class projects.
' Each student should have previous art experience in any of the four media
that wil be combined. This is a great course for those who have taken Art as
Process and want to continue their artistic exploration, or those who feel they
may need a kickstart or tune up in their work.

FIFTEEN FIGURES
Helmick, Ck .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 090 1

STAINED GLASS
Bushway, CV: .5
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 085 1
TWS. 630-930
(W2) SMFA

One life model, one pose, fifteen sessions

This course fotuses on the complete evolution of a figuritive sculpture, from
initial cloy studies, armature construdion and cloy modelling, through maldmaking and plosterfcasting.
Halfway through the course we take a 4-session'breok" to model ond cost a
life-sizeportrait head of the model.
7he Long Pose" is designed for the intermediate or advanced student with
some experience in sculpting the human form. (Experiinced students are
strongly encouraged to evolve independent apprwthes within the cowse .
fMllld.)
During the model's breaks we explore basic aspects of anatomy, the figure in
ort hiibry, and the rde of the human form in late 20th century sculpture.

VIDEO TECHNIQUES
Davis, w. .5
Prerequisite: None

call 267-1 21 9

FAMBO91 1
Tue. 630-930
(W2) SMFA

A

This course is designed to introduce students to basic traditional techniques
used in videomaking. Each class period wil be structured around learning a
specific technique by viewing examples on video clips and then learning how
to use those techniques in a "hands on" workshop. All genres of film and
video (everything from documentariesto underground video) wil be shown
to demonstrote different editing approaches, shooting styles, ond soundtrack
layering. While examining examples of bigbudget production, the class wil
dxuss how one might borrow certain "tricks of the trade" to use on their
awn low budget videos. Hi8 Editing, 3/4 inch editing, and Non-linear (MacMedia 100) will be taught. Students wil be encouraged to work on their own
projects outside the classroom and their work wil periodically be viewed and
discussed in class. No previous video experience is required.

MUSIC VIDEO
Hudson, Ck .I
Prerequisite: None

FAMB 093 1
'

sat. 1:00-4;00

(SAT) SMFA

In this course, we produce finished artistic music videas. Footage may originate on Super 8 film, 16mm film and video. Each student is guided through
the entire process of making a music video from development of a treatment, budget, storyboards; through preproduction planning, sets, shooting,
and finally to editing in video. The goal of each student is to finish a music
video on a deadline date.
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On Common Ground
NBC’s latest sitcom brings the town we live
in to the tube we watch
reliving their college days. Its ratings
success has put the sitcom spotlight
s any “Must See TV” backonBoston.
devotee will gladly tell
Boston Common focuses on the
you, there has been quite peculiar life of six individuals who
a shake-up in NBC’s are all part - vocationally or
rating-friendly Thursday night educationally - of Randolph
schedule. Almost four weeks ago, Harrington, a small Back Bay
college. At the
after Friends
center of the
had come and
story is Boyd
gone,, the
Pritchett
show
that
(Anthony
u s u a l l y
followed it
Clarkj,
a
was nowhere
Virginia man
to be seen.
who drives to
Someone had
Boston to drop
kidnapped
his country
The Single
bumpkin sister
Guy. In its
off at school.
place was a
No sooner have
new sitcom
the Pritchetts
based upon a
arrived and
small urban
s e c u r e d
college. And
Wylene (Hedy
in just three
Burress) an
weeks
of
apartment,than
existence,
Boyd falls for a
NBC’s most
bubbly and
n a s c e n t
blonde grad
sitcom has not
student named
only
won Hedy Burress and Anthony Clark starin Joy (Taylor
__
Howard) and
laughter and Thursday night’s latest sitcom success.
raves, it has
secures a job as
won ratings.
the school’s handyman. So much
Barely a month old, Boston for Wylene’s much-anticipatedwild
Common has already cracked the life in the city.
ranks of the top five TV programs
The cast is fairly impeccable and
and, perhaps more impressively, the writing is both lively and
finished number one among the intelligent. Behind the veneer of an
highly sought ratings demographic idiotic Southern accent, Boyd is
of adults 18to 49 years old. Not bad blessed with razor-sharp wit and
for a team of producers and actors surprising smarts - the antithesis
by ROB McKEOWN
Daily Editorial Board

A

of Joy’s boyfriend. Joy’s boyfriend
is Jack Reed (Vincent Ventressa), a
professor enamored with both his
looks and his brains - he is also
arrogance personified. As a love
triangle, Boyd, Jack, and Joy make
agreat triumvirate:bubbly, brusque,
and outlandish.
Despite her familial importance,
both Wylene’s prominence and
comic abilities are somewhat
diminished in comparison to those
of her brother, which accounts for a
large part of her frustration. Then
again, inBoston Common everyone
is somewhat of a prop to Anthony
Clark’s Boyd. Which isn’t to say
that they’re not just as funny. For
guihteeci iaugiii, iiieie’s aiways
the acerbic desk clerk Tasha King
(Tasha Smith) and the morose and
endlessly un-thrilled Leonard (Steve
Paymer). Leonard is, in fact, one of
the highlights of the entire show.
His entrances can be few and far
between, but his deadpans and
lifeless exterior would make Steven
Wright proud -or even jealous.
Basically, the whole show
depends upon how the characters
work together, and how Anthony
Clark plays off these associations.
For each setting, there is a different
comic combination. At the
apartment it is Boyd, Leonard, and
Wylene; at work its Boyd, Tasha,
and a stranger; at play it’s Boyd, Joy,
and Jack. Or maybe its everybody all
at once. Whatever the case, Boston
Common strikes a hilarious balance
between each character, each
combination, and each situation.
Most importantly, the combinations
not only seemendless,but effortless.
Nothing seems forced or impossible,
no matter how inane a situation Boyd
manages to wind the show into. It is
this quality, this flexibility, which

F

makes Boston Common ’s prospects
seem so peachy.
While the entire show is quite
outrageous, it is also impressively
authentic. Phoenix bins, copies of
The Globe,andother Hub references
are littered all about the student
union of Randolph Harrington. The
interior wood paneling,wrought iron
windows and staircases, and stone
exteriors are also perfect fits with
the brownstones of Beacon Street.
And don’t think this isn’t intentional.
Small, specialized,intimate, quirky,
Back Bay, and a college - this is
not made up, this is based on
Emerson College.
In fact, both the show’s producer
..
. .
and two of its principal actors are
Emerson grads. So when they refer
to the Crossroads Bar, an epi-center
of student social activity -both in
life and on the show -they mean it.
Clark is class of ’87,Paymer is class
of ’74, and the producer, Max
Mutchnik was aclassmate of Clark’s
in ’87.Boston Common is made by,
for, and about Emerson College.
And while its success has been a
pleasant spring surprise for many fans
of the boob tube, it is really not much
of a surprise for those who are wellacquainted with its real-life basis.
Like Randolph Harrington itself,
Emerson is a small liberal arts
college set amidst the brownstones
and stone covered walk-ups of the
Back Bay. It is a college which
specializes in the communications
arts. Known for its creative and
individual students, Emerson has
produced the likes of Henry Winkler,
Norman Lear, and Jay Leno, among
others. Now, with a show in its
honor and a tradition to back it up,
Emerson has helped put Boston in
the nation’s heart, right next to the
New York of Seinfeld and Friends.
1 .
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God Street Wine brings raw live show and musical diversity to big time

GSW

continued from page I

God Street Wine. Going by names
such as Lynnguppy andHey Yaron!,
these devoted fans are not only an
integral part of their success, but
perhaps the best reflection of what
their beloved band is capable of
when they hit the stage.
To see God Street Wine live is to
witness raw energy being channeled
through rock. Highly skilled and
inquisitive instrumentalists,each of
the five band members brings their
own special flavor to the mix whether
musically
or
charismatically, or both.
Faber is, unofficially, the selfproclaimed babe magnet of the
bunch. He has boyish looks, short
and preppy hair, and an innocent
smile which seems to pierce the
hearts of his many teenage fans. As
one of the two lead guitarists and
singers, he also has the privilege of
cavorting about stage, wiggling his
bum and his guitar in a fury as he
soars amidst his tangential solos.
Next to his fellow guitaristhinger,
Aaron Maxwell, he seems almost
impish, his skinny frame child-like
in comparison to the hulkish
physique of his well-shaped

counterpart. Maxwell is the more
sedate of the two. While Faber
bounces and shakes, he stands still
- at once mellow, tough, and
intense.
Beyond sharing guitar-playing
duties, the pair has a diverse and
rich musical background. Lo is the
group’s main songwriter and the
influencesof bluegrass, the Beatles,
and Bob Dylan shine through in his
current style. Maxwell is more the
traditionalist. The son of a jazz
musician, he sticks to basic chops,
slide solos, and all-around
proficiency. As the son of a mother
who is a bluegrass band member,
Faber is looser. His playing tends to
dabble in different genres,jumping
from one chord to the next sometimes it makes sense,
sometimes it doesn’t.
Tom “Torno” Osander is the
musical prankster of thebunch. With
a shaved head and an infectious
smile, he is -through beating the
pads or frolicking with the crowdalways at the center of things. As a
drummer, he is flawless.Technically
sound, and blessed with dexterity,
he is as good a beatkeeper as any
that exist today. Jon Bevo is the
academic lad of the bunch. A former

philosophy major, his bookish and
bespectacled looks belie his
emotional play of the keyboards everything from a Hammond to the
piano. And bassist Dan Pifer is
deceptively quiet - the nice boy
from Connecticut. He is seldom
flashy and, until this last year, rarely
so much as bent a knee or even
shuffled afoot. But it is his basslines
which provide the backbone to many
of the songs in GSW’s large
repertoire of originals and covers.
Such diverse personalitiesplay a
large role in the group’s expansive
interpretations of traditional rock
and roll. On Tuesday night, they
went from Southern-bredbluegrass
rock(“chop!”) to straightawayrockand-roll (“Wendy”) to bluesinfected lounge pop (“Vanity St.”)
and reggae-rock fusion (“Light My
Candles”). Then after a haunting,
organ-led jaunt full of dissonance,
abrupt tempo shifts, and odd chord
changes (“Hellfire”), they segued
into an atmospheric vocal number,
entitled “Untitled Take Two,” that
could easily have doubled as a
Christmas carol.
It is such playfulness, such
musical curiosity, that makes God
Street Wine so unique. Especially

when regarded amidst mainstream
rock and roll artists, the fivesome of
tri-state suburbanites is indeed very
special. Whereas they used to be
just another fixture on the
underground improvisational rock

scene, they are now an anomaly in
the saturated world of major label
outfits. They are no longer the norm;
they are something different.
something new and exciting. This
gives them incredible leverage and,
most importantly, confidence and
energy -something which the band
is not too used to having.
“We really believe in what we’re
doing right now. We like our music
and that’s the glue right there,” Bevo
says with subtleconfidence,perhaps
a bit astonished to hear himself
correctly.
“A lot of our getting along has
been the result of mutual
frustration,” he chortles. “I
sometimes worry if things go too
well that we’re going to have to find
something else to get frustrated
about.”
Considering their prospects for
success, they surely might have to
look elsewhere for frustration.Who
knows, maybe Hootie will teach
them how to play golf.
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Concerts
HOUSE
OF BLUES

THE TUFTS DAILY

CLUB3
Lemur, Mr. Floods Party,
and Falafel Boy (18+). 608
Somerville Ave near Porter
Square, call 623-6957.
JOHNNY D s

The Brazilian sounds of
Jayuya and Zyrah’s Orange
(21+). 17 Holland St., in
Davis Square. Call 776-2004
for more information.

MAMAKIN
Front Room: Early show
featuring Dion, Scott &
Frank of the Del Lords, Mike
Mesaros of the Smithereens,
and the Johnny Black Trio
(8:30pm) At (9:30), the
Little Kings (21+). 36
Lansdowne St., call 5362 100 for more information.

~

MIDDLE
EAST
Upstairs: Sleater Kinney,
Godrays, Vera GO-GO,and
Glissenette (18+, $7). 472/
480 Mass. Ave., call 4970576 for more info.

-%=

-

-c

nGS

+--

ORPHEUM
THEATRE THEATRE
LOBBY

T.T. THE BEAR’S

THERAT

WBCN presents Hank,
Gravel Pit, and Ruy Lopez.
10 Brookline St. in Central
Square, all shows are 18+;
call 492-BEAR for more
information.

Industrial Park, Skin Game,
andLunarPlexus(9p.m., 19+).
528 Commonwealth Ave., in
Kenmore Square, call 5362750 for more information.

The Nighthawks. 96
Winthrop Street, Harvard
Square. Call 49 1-BLUE for THETAM
Mary House and Joel Cage.
more information.
1648 Beacon Street in
Brookline, call 277-0982 for
THECAUSEWAY
more information.
Everyone’s favorite,Liquid
Sunrise,with Flip Turtleand
Soup. (18+, $5.00) 65
Causeway Street.
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Bringing her boarderline
blasphomy and attractive
nose ring, it’s Joan Osborne
with the Screamin’ Cheetah
Willies (7:30, call423-6OoO).

The popular musical-comedy
Nunsense has been running
for years in Boston., and is
currently housed in this
charming NorthEnd Theater.
Call 227-9872 for info.

LUPO’S HEARTBREAK
PARADISE
An evening withMachinery
HOTEL

STAGE
Hall
(7pm).
967 THELYRIC
Commonwealth Ave, visit Sophocles’s tragedy of
the Paradise Website at infidelity, incest, and eyes
http://www. tparty.com/tpc stabbings, Oedipus Rex.
Steve McConnel plays the
king through April 14. 140
THERAT
At 1 p.m., an all ages show Claredon Street, 43‘7-7172.
THEWESTERN
FRONT with the Casualties, the
Fortwonights,WinstonGnnnan Oxymorons, Braindance, THEHASTY PUDDING
Concerts
&SkaRocsBand.343Western Univited, Unseen. Later on, THEATRE
AVALON
Ave. in Cambridge,forinfocall Physical Graffiti, Blessed Two A.R.T. productions in
Event, and Moonrage play for Harvard Square: Nice in
Ireland’s own THEPOCUES 492-7772.
the big kids (19+). 528 Bed, Susan Sontag’s play
(6pmdoor,7pmshow, 18+).
Commonwealth
Ave in about the anger of women
931-2000 for tickets.
Come y
KennrnoreSquare,536-2750. and the power of the
THE
COMEDY
CONimaginationopens today and
JOHNNY D’S
NECTION
THE
TAM
runs
through Friday. The
Blues artist Luther “Guitar
Nick
Dipaolo.
Faneuil
Hall,
The
sounds
of
Memphis
heat and fury of Naomi
Jr.” Johnson celebrates his
Rockabilly.Also-aClassical
Wallace’s Slaughter City
birthday with a Davis show call 248-9700.
Brunch with Celia Schnieder runs through April 28th. 64
(21+). 17 Holland St. in
and friends. 1648 Beacon Brattle Street, 547-8300.
NICK’S
COMEDY
STOP
Davis. Call 776-2004 for
Boston favdrite Chris Zito. 100 Street in Brookline, call 277information.
WarrentonStreet,call4824930. 0982 for more information.
If you missed him in Davis,
hear him in Providence TajMahal.239Westminster
St., downtown’Providence.
Call 40 1-272-LUPO for
more information.

d

MAMA
KIN

T.T. THE BEAR’S

In the Music Hall: Jiggle the
Handle, Red Wood, and the
Mudhens (21+).
36
Lansdowne Street, for info
call 35 1-2525.

Concerts
AXIS

MIDDLE
EAST
D0wnstairs:Grovasuarus (2
sets) andBetty Goo Upstairs:
Check out Brainiac,
Lungfish, and 10 O’Clock
Scholar ( 18+,$6). 472 Mass.
Ave, call 497-0570 for more
information.

Front Line Assembly, Die
Krupps, and Numb. (18+, $8).
13L.ansdowneSt1eet,262-2437.
JOHNNY

D’s

Museums
ISABELLA
STEWART
GARDNER
MUSE~UM

Doo-rag, Rex, the Lune, and
Kasper Hauser. All shows
18+. 10 Brooline Street in Highlights include works by
Cambridge. call 492-BEAR Rembrandt, Botticelli,
Raphael,Titian,and7iWstler.
for more information.
280 The Fenway, call 2785 107 for more information.

THEINSTITUTE01’ CONTEMPORARY A R T

Theatre
Through May 12:h i d e the
Invisible, an exhibit that
CHARLES
PLAYHOUSE

Blues rock faves Jimmy
Thackery and the Drivers
Off
Broadway revisits influences and
(21+). 17 Holland Street in An
phenomenon
that
has been a practices by 20th century
Davis Square,call 776-2004
s
e
l
l
o
u
t
for
years
makes
amn in women artists. 955 E5olyston
for more information.
ORPHEUM
THEATRE
Boston.Checkouttheheralded Street, 266-5‘152.
RockonwithPrimusandtheir PARADISE
Blue Man Group. 74
special guests the Cows (7:30, Echobelly and Superdrag. MAMAKIN
OF FINEARTS
Warrenton Street, 93 1-2787. MUSEUM
alltickets$21.5O).call423-6000 (7pm) 967 Commonwealth IntheMusicHall:All agesearly
Through
May
2 4 ; The
Ave, call the concert line at show at 3 p.m. -Damnation,
biggest exhibit in over 20
PLAYHOUSE
562-8804.
Overcast, Converge, Age of CHARLES
PARADISE
years of this native son’s art,
I1
Reason, and Rise Again. At 9 STAGE
Left Over Salmon and Moon
p.m. Powerman 5000, Grind, Shear Madness is now the the MFA’s Winslow Homer
Boot
Lover.
967 THETAM
Retrospective
is
a
Commonwealth Ave, call Jam at The Tam with Taylor and Tufts’ own Doobious longest-runningnon-musical in magnificent collection of his
the concert line at 562-8804. Made. 1618 Beacon Street Leghorn(21+).36Lansdowne Amencantheater.Thismurder- life’s work. Call 267-9300
in Brookline, call 277-0982 Street, call 351-2525 for more mystery uses its audience as
for more information,dinner information.
sleuths and participants - for details on all exhibits;
THERAT
served until 1:OO.
always a reliable treat. 74 admission to the museum is
Maul
Girls,
Sarah
Warrenton St., Boston. Call free with a Tufts ID.
MIDDLE
EAST
Greenwood, The Meek
Downstairs: New Bomb 426-5225 for info.
(9p.m. show, 19+). 528 T.T. THE BEAR’S
Commonwealth Ave. in Red Line it over to catch Turks, Gas ‘Huffer, and
MUSEUM
OF SCIENCE
Kenmore Square, call 536- Women of Sodom, Prime Showcase Showdown (18+, HASTYPUDDINGTHEATRE.
Through April 28: Liquid
2750 for more information. Movers, Space Pussy, 8 Ball $8, 9prn). Upstairs: Supple, Through April 28, The Visions: Lasers, Holograms,
Shifter, and N.I.L.8. All Laurie Geltman Band, American Repertory Theatre
showsare 18+. 1OBrookline Cycomotogoat, and the presents the wild heat of and Virtual Reality.In
SOMERVILLE
THEATREStreet
in Central Square, spoken word of John S. Hall Slaughter City, a play by Cambridge, off the Science
BluesmastefI’ajMahalcomes Cambridge call 492-BEAR (18+,$7).472 Massachusetts
Naomi Wallace.
12 Park T stop. Call 7:23-2500
to Davis, with special guests
Ave. in Cambridge.Formore Holoyoke Street in Harvard for information about
for more information.
The Subdudes.The Somerville
admission and exhibits.
information call 497-0576. square, call1 547 -8300.
Theatre, Davis Square.
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The Tufts Archaeology Program
Presents an Evening Slide Lecture
featuring

Richard
S. MacNeish
Director, Andover Foundation for
Archaeological Research

UITH
NOTED
NORTH
RMERICRNJEWISH
fEMlNlST SCHOIRR,

DR.

The Beginnings ofRice Agriculture in China: A Report on the
Findings of the Sino-AmericadJiangxi Origins
of Rice Agriculture Project

NORAM JOSEPH

?

Tuesdav, Rpril 16

7 PM

Tuesday, April 16,1996
7:OO p.m.
Barnurn Hall 104

A reception hosted by the World Civilizations Program
will follow the lecture.
Co-sponsored by: Anthropology/Sociology. Asian Studies. Biology, Classics, Environmental Studies.
Geology. History, World Civilizations, the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies,
and the School of Nutrition Science and Policy

GranoFf family Hillel Cent&

Bread Sticks (8)

$1.95

With Pizza Sauce

Chicken Rings (12)

$4.95

With Sweet & Sour Sauce

TUFTS CONNECT

"Ingood times, in bad times,,,
r22 be there...11
Do you have friends who would?

Chicken Wings (10)

$4.95

6 Different Sauces To Choose From:

Buffalo/Buffalo MediunvTeriyaki/
Rajin'CajudSrnokey Mountain
BBQmoney Mustard

Our Superior Cheese Pizza
12" Medium Pizza
$5.90
14" Large (Two Pizzas) $8.76
16" Super Large Pizza
$8.95
Additional Toppings
Pepperoni, Ground Beef, Mushroom,
Sausage, Ham,Onion, Anchovy, Green
Pepper, Green Olives, Double Cheese,
Black Olives, Pineapple, Spinach,
Eggplant, Tomato, Broccoli, Garlic,
Prosciutto, Canadian Bacon, Hot
Pepper & Bacon
12" Item
$ .95
14"Two For One Item
$1.24
16" Item
51.24
Extra sauce is F R E E
Try our Thin crust pizzas.
Try our FREE seeded crust.
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Sunkist
S.70 per Can
& Nestea Iced tea

PRICE
BLASTER
12" Cheese Pizza
Plus 2 FREE toppings
& a can of soda

$6.95
SUPER
SAVER
16" Cheese Pizza
Plus 2 FREE toppings
& 2 cans of soda

$9.40

Skits, Video, Music and Stories About

How Friends Connect At Tufts

Thursday, April 11
Hotung Cafe, 8:30-10pm
Sponsored by the Tufts Christian Fellowship

I

I
I

1

I
I

FREE 1: TUFTS 1
PIZZA !!SPECIAL!
Buy any size pizza and
receive a n identical
o r lesser value
pizza for

I 16" Super Large I
I
CheesePizza I
I
II
$5.95
I
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=Travel
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12 ELIOTST., 2ND FLWR
(HANARDSQUARE)
CAMBRIDGE,
MA 02’138

497-1497

EXERCISE REG’I7LARLY AND YOU
COULD LM3 LONGER.
INVEST REG-Y
SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
mericans are living longer than ever. So it’s quite
PO‘ ;i ble you’ll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. i a n y o u afford it? Unless you’re
independently wealthy, chances are you’ll need more
than your pension and Social Security to support the
kind of lifestvle vou’ll want.
How can you help ensure that you’ll be in good
taxfinancial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs
deferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.

A .

London ..............:$403

Paris ......................

with a modest amount and increase your contribution as
your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for even
a y e a r or two can have a big impact on the amount of
income you’ll have when you retire.

.I.,

TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.

-

S R h are easy. N o pain, no sweat.

-

r-

-

physical or fiscal
The best way to build strength
is to start at a level that’s comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently contribute
through your employer’s payroll system. You can start

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.”
I. S/anhrc?dAior>Imurancr Ru/inyAnuIy.m. 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc.. Lpptr-Uirccler.~’Anuly/uulLh/a.1995 (Quarterly).
For more complctc information, including charges and expenses. call I 800 842-2733. extension 5509, For a prospectus. &ad the prospccrus careMly

class

f 1998 Council

0

kresently Sophomore C l m ~
Councijj

L q e Conference Room

Frankfurt .............5%

Athens ...................738
Rome .....................

652

Tokyo .....................

865

Sydney .................1190

TIA-CREF is the nation’s largest retirement system,
managing over $150 billion in assets for more than 1.7
million people. We offer a wide range of SRA allocation
choices, long-term investment expertise, and remarkably
low expenses.‘
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment Kit or our
interactive SRA enrollment software. Or visit u s on the
Internet at gopherdltiaa-cref.org, or h t t p J I m . t i a a cref.org.

before y o u invest or send money. TIM-CREF Individual & Institutional Services. Inc.. distributes CREF cenificaten.

566

11% /

All fares are roundlrip T a x not
included Some reslrictrons a p p l y
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REGISTRATION
INFOWTION
Registration for High Demand courses will take place
in the respective departments on Tuesday,April 16,
and Wednesday,April 17,1996.
Registration for Fall 1996 will take place nt the
Eaton User Area from 12:OO noon
to 5:OOp.m on Monday, April 22, thru
Wednesday, April 24,1996.

Let’s eo to the magnificent citv of
Florence, or the incredible island of Elba and
enjoy an affordable
Language and Culture Summer Program
customized for YOU and your wallet!

ICENTRO FIORENZAI

I

Italian Language and Culture courses

I

Organic Chemistry I
(Chem 5 1/53)

May 28 -jury 3

Organic Chemistry II
(Chem 52/54)

july 10 -August I6
Register now to reserve your space in this
class and the lab section of your choice. Yo
to pay the $40 registration fee, and tuition
be put on your Bursar account.

Go anytime for 2,3,4,5, or 6 weeks (for Academic credit)

!.

/.

’ Schedule decision restrictive

Come see the movie:
“The Date Rape Backlash”

SCHEDULES

continued from page 3
lege to take that risk.
I understand that it is irritating
to teachers to cater to students
coming into classes late to help
them catch up. But who are those
classes primarily for?Thestudents
are the sacrificersof so many thousands of dollars a year to finance
educations, and we are the ones
burdened with thedebts long after
we leave. So, if this restriction on
adding courses is to eliminate the
inconvenience of the teachers, I
apologize--but I think the policy
muchmoredeeplyinconveniences
the students.

Learn about the origins
and the effects of the media backlash on
date rape
Thursday, April 11
5-6pm in Olin 12
Find out how date rape went from being ‘‘a
shocking...outrage” as Newsweek once called it,
to a controversy over “crying rape” as the New
Yorker more recently called it

*

Stop the Violence Against Women! ! !

2

In addition to affecting the students’ personal needs in this ad#
drop decision, there are other factors and groups of people who will
be harmed. Why make the
Registrar’s Officemore miserably
messy than it already finds itself at
the beginning of each semester?
Not to mention the absent, anony~ N Sadvisors who will be harassed and hunted down in the

\

I

first two weeks of the term. New
office hours and new schedules
make it difficult for advising approvals to take place. And no one
needs more pressure cluring this
already hectic time of the year.
To their credit, I aln Sure the
EPC had good intentions in this
vote to change the policy, but I fail
to see the connection between the
change made and the improvement it will have on the general
student population. IEverYbodY
changes schedules- I hat is part
of how we cope with treacherous
distribution requirements and a
largely unknown faculty. Most of
a student’s sustained interest in a
course is the ability of the professor to communicate ideas. If we
don’t havetimeto pickandchoose,
we are the ones who lose. I think it
is time that Tufts -and I point my
fingerattheEPC-stopstreating
US like children. We
responsible and mature enough to organize our own schedules -but to
do so successfully, we need the
time. Please don’t take that away
fromus.

.

Learn to drive!

MEDFORD AUTO SCHOOL

Men and

28 Main Street, Medford, MA

396-7804
Inc. 1964

Violence Against Women:
Cultural Contexts

Gifi certiEcates available

Driver Education Course or Private Lessons
,

L

A Panel Discussion with Men Working Against Violence
The Tisch Library presents the Tu& Authors Series

Professor J i m Ptacek,

Moderator:

Sociology Depamnent

Leila Tarazi Fawaiz

Fern a ndo Nled e r os

k

Chair, D e p a r t m e n t o f History
will s p e a k a b o u t h e r book

Common Purpose, a batterer’s treatment program

Tom Penichter, LA’94,
speaker for blentors in Violence Prevention Program

Paul Sarnrine
Board Member of Asian Taskforce on Domestic Violence

AN O C C A S l O N FOR W A R :

Richard Wright,
Violence Prevention Coordinator for City o f Cambridge

ClVlL

CoNFrrcr

*lN LEBANON A N D

DAMASCUS
iiv 1860
,

-.

Wednesday, April 1 7
4:00pm-5:00pm
Room 304, AV Center
Tisch Library

7 - 8 : 3 0 pm.
205 Cabot Intercultural Center

Refreshments will be served.
1

-Sponsored by the Office of Women’s Programs, Women’s Collective, African American Center, Asian American
Center, Hispanic Center, Residential Life, Alcohol and Health Education, Student Activities Office.

\-

-..

-

*

I

7

apparent 1:o you
as this space, call the Daily at
627-3090 63 become a Copy Editor.
-
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I

Friday, April 19
I 9:OOpm t o
1:OOam
Back Bay Hilton,
Boston

1

I

Busses leave every half hour from
the Campus Center starting at
8:30pm.

Tickets available for $10in the Dining halls
this week.
m
m

Are yo4 sick of concerts with no reenif-?

8

m
m

m
m

8

'm
m

m
m

~~

m

Presents

m

m

D,U,PALOOZA

m

m
m

m
m
m
m
m

Featuring

m

Johnny Wbhbonc
'r1m 1~11S1Z~I1Z~
T' 1
'

Gove G aj iva

W

m
m
m
m

a

v

m
m

(DU, YOUR GOOD flME HEADQUARTERS)

m

"This fiwc I t ' s Personal"

8
8

TUFTS ID AND TICKET R€QUIRED FOR ENTRANCE
Rain Pate 15Sunday, April 14

m

m

and you don't have to be S A C Ge!
od your party dress and 'get on fl
Love, Jimmy's Girl

.~

STACY GOLDBERG
Happy 20th Birthday! We hope you
have a great day. Get ready for an
awesome weekend. We love you, Ah.
MicoI. Melissa,Laurie,Rebecca, Sam.
Shari, Janika

JohnnyGlad we cheered you up on Monday.
Enjoy. The lovely ladies of the
Business Dept.
Hev Meaan!
Are you looking for :new activity for

Chao
Happy Birthday. I've been thinking
about you. Love, Savannah

1

Even&

~~~nedsemester'?DoyouwantPOWER~
Run for an ofice on the Class of '98
Council. Meet me today at 6 p.m. in
the Large Conference Room in the
Want to do something different?
Campus Center.
Come to the formal sponsored by the
freshman class council on April 19 at
the Back Bay Hiiton. Buy tickets for
$10 at dinner at the dining halls!

Birthdays

Gangsta 8.
Happy 21st Birthday, Cleave1 You

8

SATURDAY, APRIL 131 1996
lZPM-6PM
114 PROFESSORS ROW

a

Whv is there a media backlash
again& date rape?
Come leam why in the movie: The
Date Rape Backlash! Thursday from
5-6 in Olin 12.

m
m

HEY NOWI!! EARTHSHOE 8 SAM
MCGUIRE'S
It sure has been a long winter but lets

warm it up this Thursday night at our
favorite Canteena Bar, Sam
McGuire's! Show starts promptly at 9
pm. Don't forget to tell all your Bros.
and Sis. Later!
Hey Sophomores1
Want a power position? Want lots of
money to play wilh? Run for an office
on the Class of 1998 Council. Fall
Semester Elections Thursday, April
1lth. Large Conference Room at the
Campus Center, 6 p.m.
"She Swallowed?"
Come to all of the excitement tonight
at 8 p.m. as Tom Ticket I\ presents
She Loves Me in Cohen Auditorium.
Tickets are currently on sale in the
Box Office for performances on April
11.12,13.
"Light One Candle: A Healing
Service and Open Forum on
Suicide."
Join the community at Goddard
Chapel on Tuesday night. April 16 at
8:OO. There will be a short. nondenominationalservice followed by a
discussion and reception. Call 623-

6792 for more information.

10 Nazi camps, 5 years
Survivor, Stephan Ross, founder of
NE Holocaust Memorial speaks on
Trauma of Survival.Wednesday, April
17.7p.m. Granoff Family HilielCenter
Passing the Torch
Wednesday, April 10, 4-6 p.m..
Zamparelli Rm-Campus Center.
Presenter: Anadri Chisolm, Program
Coordinator. This seminar well focus
on what you need to do to facilitate a
smooth transition of roles in your
student organization. Target
Audience: current student leaders.
Participants Limit: 25.
Asian American Jeopardy is
Coming!
The 4th Annual Asian American
Jeopardy! Game Show will be held on
Monday, April 22, at 6:30 p.m. in
Hotung Cafe. Professor Gerald Gill,
History. will be our "Alex Trebek."
Faculty contestants are: Fran
Hagopian, Paul Lopes, and Jonathan
Strong. Any Tufts undergrad eligible
to sian UD as contestant at the Asian

m

m

m

AmericanCenter. Volunteers wanted.
See Linell at Center, or call x3056
BEELZEBUB AUDlTlONSI!l
Come tryout forTults'only all-male a
cappella group. npril the 16th to the
18th at Curtis Hall, 2nd floor. Call Jay
8 620-8775 for an appointment.

...

Dole against Clinton Against
Perot? Against Nader?
Going to be a Junior or a Senior?
Help us figure it all out in the fall.
LEAD A PERSPECTIVES GROUP!
It's not too late yet. Call x3384 or
come by the Ex College, Miner Hall.
What did Hip-Hop sushi A say to
Hip-Hop sushi B? Wa-sa-be!
Come and leam to make sushi with
sushi-making expert Professor Yuko
Matsukawa of the English Deptl All
you can eat. All ingredients are
provided. Hurry! RSVP required by4/
14. Spaces are limited! First come,
first serve. Charge $6. When? Wed.
4/17 8 5 p.m. Start House. Contact
Cecilliax8342. Hopetosee youthere!
STRAIGHT. BUT NOT NARROW

in bewrni~gal~estothegay
people in
their lie. Mondays 2-3 p.m. at the
LGB Resource Center. North
Basement, CarmichaelHall, call 6273770 for more info.
BLOOD LOVERS AND PEOPLE
SAVERS REJOICE!
Once again, you have the opportunity
to donate at the Tufis American Red
Cross BloodDriveMon., 4/8 Hodgdon
Hall 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Tues..4/9
CarmichaelLounge 1-6 p.m. Wed., 4,
10 Carmichael Lounge 1-6 p.m.
Pleasecomeouttogiveblood...make
a difference and get free food.
HAT SALE! GET MAMA!
The Amalgamates are proud to
announce the release of a brand new
album. Come to our official release
chapel show Friday April 19th 8 8 to
help us celebrate.
IT'SMATING SEASON
Mates Springshow.ChapeL8:OO.Ned
Friday. Be there.

...

Announcing Magic: The
Gatherina tournament in Boston.
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Grand prize $1000 CASH. Saturday,
April 13th. 57 Park Plaza Hotel.
Dealer's room. Over 15 tournaments.
$17 admission. For more info, call
(800) 344-GAME

EX COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE
INTERNSHIP
Seniors1 The Ex College's
Administrative Internship is a ninemonth paid position. offersa great
experience in a unique office, and is a
chance to make a difference.
Applications are available now at the
Ex College in Miner Hall. For more
info, call x3384 and talk to Kristen.
DEADLINE-APRIL 10
LEAD A PERSPECTIVES GROUP!
Interested in Media? Interested in
Politics? Going to be a Junior or a
Senior? Lead a perspectives group1
It's not too late yet. Call (x3384) or
come by the Ex College. Miner Hall.

THE CHILD STUDY DEPARTMENT
IS HOSTING THE 3RD ANNUAL
STUDENT PRESENTATION DAY.
FridayAprill2th.9-11:30a.m.atEliotPearson.Join usforthisexcitingevent.
Graduate students will present their
work. Luncheon l o followl
AMALGAMATES ALBUMlll HAT
SALE! GET MAMA1
Check out the new album from the
Mates. Available at the SPRING
CONCERT Friday, April 19th in
Goddard Chapel. It's MATING
SEASON

1986 Mitsubishi Pickup for sale:
140,000 miles but in good shape.
New head, clutch. etc., topper,
cassette, 7' bed. Great student car.
$2000. Going to AFRICA -- buy my
truck! Valerie 627-8505

month. Call 729-2323
Large and small apts. available
Rentsarealways reasonable.Allapts.
are within walking distancetocampus
and close to T. All apts. are in great
condition. Call day or night 625-7530,
ask for Camillo or Lina. Off campus
livingisthe best and we havethe best.

Free Room and Board
In exchange for 15-20 hours of
household help in homes close to
Tufts. Call NOW for Summer and Fall
placements. The Student Housing
exchange. 277-6420.
SUPER SUMMER SUBLETS!
Two spacious rooms availablefor the
summer at 139 College Ave. If
interestedcontact Scout at 623-5798

LARGE, WDERN, 2-3 OR 4
BEDROOMAPTS
Walk to ~Tufts. Clean and Bright.
WashedDryer. Hardwood Floors.
Storage Available. Parking. From
$325/person NO FEES. Call owner
for details. 8624885

Summer Sublet
15 Emery St. free parking. washer/
dryer, 5 min. from campus, large
rooms, N ,some furnishings. Call
Jason or Beth-391-9009
1 Room Subkt
Furnished room available in 3 B d n
apt. June 1- Aug. 1. 7 GreenleafbehindEspresso's. Laundry, Parking,
Kitchen. $325/month + utilities. Call
Sasie 627-7790

SUMMER SUBLET
1 room available in 4 bedroom
apartment. Only 245lmonth free
laundry and fully furnished. Call 3967274

SUMMER SUBLET- 1OSSIPEE
ROAD
4 bedrooms available across from
South Hall. 5 min. from Davis Square.
2 baths, large kitchen, HUGE porch
Guitarists!!
for summer fun! Available June 1st.
Fenderstaae1 8 5 A m ~ l i r . ~ l i d s t a ~ eCall Kalie625-5808orJane666-2169
40 watts. b a t channel. reverb, footswdch. $250. Call Mike at 627-1974 if
SUMMER SUBLET
5 Bedroom, one family house. Huge
eat-in kitchen, 2 bathrooms, sweet
SNOWBOARD SKIS BOOTS
living room. front and back porches +
CHEAP!
back yard1 Basement and attic for
Sims Shawn Palmer Board Dynastar
storage1Locatedoff of Capen St. Call
185 skis w/poles Rossignol Rloo
Jen at 776-8457
Heater Boots. Call Kate x7694
1bedroom available in 5 bedroom
COMPUTER~WLJPMENT
FOR
apartment
On whaield either for summer, fall,
486 SX 33 computer Epson Color
spring or full year. Call x8317
Printer. Power MacintoshModem.Call
393-9407
SUMMER SUBLElTERS
WANTED
Impeccable furniture:
College Ave-2 rooms available in a
Large sofa ($550 Neg). coffee and
sunny, spacious, 3rd floor, 3 bedroom
side table ($160), 2 black queen beds
apartment-Greatlocation! 5min.from
($350). night table, 14.4' Kenmore
T and campus center. Call Dustin 8
Fridge ($250) Black office desk w/file
xl738
cabinet ($150), kitchenware and much
more. Call Rana at 923-6482
SUMMER SUBLET
4 big bdrms left in 5 bedroom apt. 2
92 Celica, Stnd. Trans. Black.
baths, eat-in kitchen, parking. W/D. 1
added features: Spoiler Pakage.
room1st session summer school only,
Leather upholstery, sports seats,
others for whole summer. Close to
moonroof. Excellentcond.24.9Kmiles
Tufts! 627-1367
$12000neg.PleaseCallRanaat9236482
Summer Sublet
2 rooms available on Bromfield Rd.
1 3 Color T.V. .
close to campus and Davis Square.
Remote control, works well $70 or
Please contact Dina or Karen at 627best offer. Call Freya at x7667
1931

1I1

r

Il

House for Sale
Somerville-SpringHillArea Minutes
from Tufts, Charming 7 room colonial
4 bedrooms, 1-112 baths, handy to T,
no fee. Asking $149,900 call 617729-8151 OWNER.

--

Baseball Fans Needed
Tickets to Friday's Game at Fenway.
Red Sox vs. Indians for 5 bucks.
Available at Info Booth. Limit 2 per
person. Loveya, Tufts. Entertainment
Board
COLLEGE RINGS
Neweststyles! Any CollegeAny Year!
3 Week Delivery. Nowavailabledirect
by accessing our site on the internet.
FullyGuaranteed,Great Prices.Cme
visit our site and order your College
Class
Ring
http://
www.collegerings.intem
et Or phone us at 1-718-443-4260

215 College Ave.
Veryclose toTufts4-bdrmapartment,
full kitchen, fireplace, living room, W/
D. June 1 '96. Call Debbie 235-6097

Beautiful Summer Sublet,
June 1st to August 31st, 2 bdrms
available, 215 College Ave., across
from the bus station. Call now 6277842.627:1654
Summer Sublet available June 1st
1 or 2 bdrms in a beautiful, spacious,
FULLY FURNISHED apartment on
Teele Ave. Closetocampus. Females
preferred. Call Kate 623-1932
Summer Sublet
86 Bromfield Rd. near BromfieldPearson. 5 rooms available. Newly
renovated bathroom, large kitchen
with dishwasher. Washer, dryer, and
driveway parking. Available June 1.
$300/room Call 666-6785
2 bedroom apt.

I11

"ITHACA NY"
Need a ride to lthaca or surrounding
area for three day weekend (413-4/
15) will pay for gas. tolls, food, etc.
Please call Lindsay8627-1279

A

Housing

.-.
Summer Sublet
Rent this Large Bedroom for summer
in Porter Square. Share with 3 other
males in 4 Bdr 2 bath unit. Flexible
moveinDale. Somefumitureavailable
if needed. $3oO/month. Call Phil at
666-0823

__I_

-.

Lease starts June 1 but NO need for
summersubletters.CanmoveinSept.
1-June 1. Beautiful, spacious, clean;
Garage and driveway; basement
storage;One blockfromFletcher Field:
Call 666-5213

SPRING SUBLET
2 bdrms left in a 5 bedroom apt. 2
baths, eat-in kitchen, W/D, parking
nice, easygoing housemates. Close
10 T ~ f t s627-1367
l
'
Summer apt. sublet avail. June
2nd for $400 in Somerville
Quiet, clean, close to Tufts. BSOT.
Red Line and laundromat. Call 7760903
SUMMER SUBLET
3/10 of a mile from Carmichael. 3bdrms. $250/each+ utilities. Washer/
Dryer,parking. porch, HUGEKitchen,
dining room. Call Sara 627-8570 or
Rhonda627-1763

A MEDFORD BED & BREAKFAST
Elegant, warm. and homey. Lessthan
a mile from campus. Breakfast
included. Single: $55/night; $295 .
weekly. Double: $6045/night; $345/
Rooms in Private Home
week. Suite: $85 B up. Bill or Linda at
2 bdrms available now in West
396-0983
Medford home with all utilities, $320;
Both roomsfor$520(nocouples).On
Spacious 3/4 bedroom apts.
bus line to Tufts. Microwave, fridge,
Modem kitchenhath. Livingdining
kitchen.3rdfloorprivacy, own bath.
rooms. Porcheubackyard. Washed no
Call 396-7005
dryer. Driveway. Near Tufts. Available
June, 1. $975 (3 br.), $1100(4 br) Call
Steve: 617-231-3732.884-3752
Summer Sublet wiul option of
continuing
Apt for Rent
Available
May 15: Spacious 2-bdrm
2Bedrwm,kilchen, livingmom. dining
apt. 1 block from Tufts. Very clean
room, 2 porches. Off street parking.
with mod. bath. Partially furnished.
New kitchen. Clean and Bright. Close
incl.
W/D, microwave. FronVback
to campus. Available June 1st. 850/

-

oorch with backvard. Call 666-0866
'
APARTMENk FOR RENT!!!
Heat and hot water included in the
monthly rentl! 2-bdrm $690, 3-bdrm
$810,4-bdrm $880.8 minute walk to
campus, someavailableimmediately,
others June 1 1996. Call Armand or
Herb. Day: 396-8386. Eve: 483-1045
or 391-6053

3-bedrooms Powderhouse
Huge 2-floor apartment with living,
dining, eat-in kitchen. 3 bedrooms.
Central dc. Washeddryer. Near
Powdemouse circle and T. Fum or
unfum. Parking: Available from June
(fullyear)l2~mo.FromSept(sdrool
year) 1300/mo. Eves 628-9344. Days
To,m 572-2741 or Anne 636-8468
2 BEDROOM AVAIL. NOW!
TOO good to be true1 2 huge bdrms,
tile bathrm, dc,dishwasher, disposal,
2 walk-in closets top floor. So close to
campus you can roll out of bed to
class. $925 mo. Heat and HW
included. Call 859-3661
SCHWEET SUMMER HOUSING
47 Mason St. 4-bdrm apt. available
June 1, 1 bath. new kitchen,
dishwasher, W/D. Close to campus
and David Squ. 325 per room. Call for
more information 629-2534
Large, beautiful, spacious apts
for rent.
Available June 1: 3 and 4- bdrm apts.
on whitman St. withoff street parking.
Available Sept 1: 5-bdrm with many
amenities in Teele Sq. Call Marvin
Davidson, before 10, p.m. 617-9656400
NEXT TO CAMPUS
3 bdrm. living room, e.t kitchen wl
refridgerator, mod. bath, WID, shiny
hardwoodfloors,veryclearandbright.
Frontandbackporches.garage.Avai1.
June 1st. Rent $825, plus utilities. 1
yr. lease. No pets, nonsmokers
preferred. Call 776-5467 or leave a
message.
PACKARD AVE.
Modem 5 large bdrms, 2 baths, eat in
kitchenw/dishwasherand refrigerator,
laundry, porches, parking $1825;
modem 4 bdrms, cabinet kit, tile bath,
porch. $1460. Capen St. 3 bedrms
new cab kitchen, dishwasher,
refrigerator,parking$1200. Alan7762743 Ext. 1.
4 Bedroom apt.
2 minutesfromTufts. Desks, bureaus,
etc. Call 625-2551. Available in June
or Sept.

Spacious Clean Summer Sublet
Across from Ellis Oval, 167 College
Ave. WashedDryer, parking, 3 rooms
available $275 + utilities. Call Jared
627-1910
Do you need a sublet for spring
semester '97?
1 or 2 bdrms available, spacious
house, 2 min walk to campus. Cable
in every room. Available second
semester next year. Very reasonable
rent. 30 Sunset Rd. Call Peter #6238646
'

SUMMER SUBLET
Packard Ave. 6 bdrms available.
Driveway, washeddryer, furnished.
Call Jana or Melinda at 66-8079
Summer Sublet
2rmsavailablein3bdrmapartment
1 block from Tufts close to Davis
Square. Beautiful apartment, large
rooms. Pricenegotiable.Call Christine
at 628-8722
SUMMER SUBLET
3-bdrmapt on 9 Bellvue. Right behind
Wren. Laundry, parking, porch.
backyard. $325/~nonlh.Call Lianne
627-7565 or BeGky 627-1966
Summer Sublets
2 rooms are available at 197 College
Ave. Great location near Professors
Row. Call Christine for more info.,
8627-1670
SUMMER SUBLET
3-bdrm $675/monlh + utilities on
ConwellAve. Contact Emily628-5083
SUMMER SUBLET4 BDRM 205
.
COLLEGE AVE.
Spacious, comfortable and clean 2
porches, kitchen. large living room.
dishwasher, W/D, storage space,
parking, perfect location. Call Margo627-8351 or Jenni 627-7190
Summer Sublet
Newly renovated 3-bdrm apartment
on Winthrop Street is available for
sublet in June, July and August. Call
Lisaat391-0780formoreinfonnation.
Want to live in Boston this
summer?
Fully furnished, beautiful 2-bdrm apt.
w/3 beds. Available 6/1 W31. Blocks
away from Symphony, Prudential,
Copley. N O B WID. and 24 hr.
security. Call 421-1281 for more info.
FURNISHED APARTMENT
3-bdrm apartment near campus,
furnished, near buses, porches,
washeddryer and quiet street.
AvailableJune 1. Rent is $9OO/month.
Please call Ed at 395-3204

HOUSEMATE FOR NEXTYR.
2 females looking for a 3rd to share a
3bdrmapt.on9Bellvue.Rightbehind
Wren, laundry, parking, porch,
backyard. $325/month. Call Becky
627-1966
Housemate needed:
Share 3-bdrm apt. with 1M. 1 F. Nonsmoker, Tufts Student. Hardwood
floors, fireplace, laundry. off street
parking, 3-5 min. walk lo Campus.
275.00/month + 1/3 utilities. Call Tom
after 7 p.m. at 396-3818
FREE CANDY!!

If YOU take a look at our GREAT 4bdrm house on the edge of campus.
Powderhouse Boulevard location is
ideal, off street varkina. across from
tennis courts, a $1355 dream! Call
628-5380
Mod. 3-bdrm Apt. walk to Tufts
$1100
Mod4-bdrmApt.walktoTufts$1340.
Call 776-3598
6 Bedroom Apt. 209 College Ave.
Across from Tufts Stadium. Huge 6bdrm, 2 full baths, Front and back
porch, driveway, some renovations,
laundry. $350 per person, available
June 1, call (508)758-3778

Sept. 1 Tufts Campus 28
Dearborn Rd. Across form
Professors Row
(2) 3-bdrm apts. or rentals inc. c.t.
bath, lg. living room, eat-in-kitchen.
refrigerator, dishwasher, W/D. Front
and rear porch, off street parking, or
walk across st. to Campus. 1200 for
3rdfloor+ 1300for2ndflooror82500
for both apts. incl heat and hot water.
Also Rm's June 1; 776-3847
College Ave. Apartment
Charming6+room,4 bdrms, handyto
Tufts and transportation, WID,
storage, eat-inkitchen,availableJune
1. No fee. Mrs. BuckleyTel. 617-7298151
Housemate Needed
Large sunny room with enormous
closet in spacious house. 1.5 miles
from campus. Shared with 3 upbeat
gradstudentsand1 dog. Safefriendly
neighborhood. Free parking,
hardwood floors, porch. Close to
buses, commuter rail, grocery store,
post office. $337/month+ utiliiies.Call
391-8753 Jen Betsy or K r i
HOUSEMATESWANTED
Looking for 3 females for summer
sublet on FairmontSt. AvailableJune
1to August 31, beautiful house, large
kitchen, all rooms are 'singles. If
interested call Karen at x1846
SUBLET ME!!!!
June 1-Seotember 1. 1996. Quiet.
sunny, 4 bdroom apt. minutes from
campus. Spacious living room,
common room, kitchen, and bath.
Washeddryer and storage available.
PLENTY OF PARKING. Please call
Ali 8 776-5997 or Gina 8 627-7171

Services
So, You're Questioning Your
Sexuality?
Come to a confidential support group!
Just drop in, no need to pre-register.
When: Wednesdays 3:304:30 p.m.
Where: LGB Resource Center,
CarmichaelHall, N.Bsmt. (neardining
hall entrance) Call 627-3770

BARTEND
With UniversityBartending50percent
Student Discount! Guaranteed Job
Experience. Full Certification in one
Weekend! 1-800-822-6649

Europe $169 OW Mexico/
Caribbean $189 RT and Domestic
Destinations Cheap!!
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE PRICES
STARTYOUROWN DAMN AIRLINE
Air-Tech, Ltd. 212/219-7000
info@aerotech.com
. http://
campus.net/aerotech
SENIORS!! NEEEA J& NEXT
YEAR?
'
The Ex College's Administrative
Internship is a nine-month paid
position,offersagreatexperienceina
uniqueoffice, and i s a c h m t o m a k e
adifference. Applications areavailable
now at the Ex College.in Miner Hall.
For more info, call x338;1 and talk to
Kristen. DEADLINE APRIL 10

EDITOR-WRITING COACH

Need help with a paper, thesis, grad.
school application, - .resume?
Experienced EdilorlWriter can
improve your grammar, sentence
structure.tense use.style. Clarify and
oiganizeconcepts. Reasonablerates,
call WORDWISE 547-7647

Need a Resume, Manuscript, or
Thesis typed and no time to type
it?
CallSusan 8 641-2956. Professional
Service. Quality Work. Reasonable
Rates. Near Campus. What more
could you ask for? CALL TODAY
-TYPING AND WORD"'
PROCESSINGSERVICE
396-1124
Student papers, theses, grad school
applications, personal statements,
tape transcription, resumes,graduate/
faculty projects, multiple letters,
AMCAS forms. Thorough knowledge
of APA, MLA and Chicago Manualsof
Style. Alldocumentsare LaserPrinted
and spell-d-ieckedusing WordPerfed.
Reasonable Rates. Quicktumaround.
Serving Tufts students and faculty for
over 10 yrs. 5 min from Tufts. CALL
FRAN at 396-1124. '(Member of
NASS-National Association of
Secretarial Services) AAA WORD
PROCESSING.
"'RESUMES"'
LASER TYPESET
$28.00 396-1124
Impressive Laser Typeset Resumes,
featuring computer storage for future
updating. Your choice of typestyles,
including bold, italics, bullets, etc. on
Strathmore paper. Have your cover
letters done by us to match your
Resumel One-day service avail. 5
min from Tufts. (Member of PARW:
Professional Assoc. of Resume
Writers. Call for FREE "Resume/
Cover Letter Guidelines") Also, word
processingortypingofstudent papers,
grad school applications, personal

-
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statements, theses, muitiple letters.
:apes,transcribed, laser printing. Fax
Lrvice,etc. CALLFRANCESAT3961124 AAA RESUME SERVICE.

GRAD SCHOOL APPLICATIONS
EXPERTLYTYPED
(Law, Medical, Business)
"'396-1 124"'
Are your grad schoolapplicationspiled
highonyourdesk?Areyouwondering
how you're going to ft all your info in
thosetinyspaces?Areyouconcerned
where you'll find the time to do it all
beforethedeadlmes?Is your Personal
StafementandResumeprofessionally
typeset and laser printed on high
quality paper in a typestyle that's
attractive? No need to fret CALL
FRAN AT 396-1124 a specialist in
making your applications, personal
statement, and resume as appealing
as possible.

--

Need a Resume, Manuscript, or
Thesis typed
'Look No Further'; call Susan at 641
2956. Professional Service. Quality
Work, Reasonable Rates and Near
The Campus. What more could you
ask for? WordPerfect. Microsof! Word,
and Works available.

-

Wanted
$ Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
Needed1 SSS
Free Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) SeasonaVPermanent, No
Exper. Necessary. Gde. 919-9294398 ext. E1084

For 1996 summer, counselors
sought for unique, prestigious
coed children's camp.
Spectacular, pristine location. coastal
Maine on both fresh water lake and
the ocean. Specialists needed for 30
activities: Trip Leaders, Equestrians.
Photographers,WSI Swim Instructors;
Baseball, Basketball, RiieandSailing
Instructors; Archers, Fishermen,
Kayakers, Canoeists, Naturalists,
Marine Biologists; Visual, Musical,
Dramatic and Martial Artists;
Waterskiers and Windsurfers... to
mentionafew. InterviewinCambridge
arranged. Inquire early. Salary
structuredependent uponage,aclivii
expertise and experience. Call
(617)721-1443
Specialty gift shop on Boston's
Freedom Trail
Looking for full and part-time sales
persons. Flexible hours. Call Stacy
for appointment at (617)723-1776
Body Fat Distribution and Risk of
Breast Cancer Study
Needs Af-Am. females 18-36 nonsmoking, no estrogens, non-veg.
$100. #617-636-0813
MENllll
Men neededfortheBeelzebubs. Must
be willingtotravelall overthecountry,
have fun, and sing! April 16thto 18th
in Curtis Hall, 2nd floor. Call Jay 8
628-8775 to set up a time.
Ogunquit
Maine hotel hiring assistant manager
and housekeepers for summer
season. Housing available. Call
(207)646-8801for details.
Need extra cash?
Van DriversandTicketTakersneeded
for the EPIC Symposium, April 19-21
$6/hr. All shifts available. Call Kern at
x7590
ATENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarshipsis now
available. All students are eligible.
Let us help. For more info. call: 1-800263-6495 exl.F50355
NEED A SUMMER JOB?
Earn $3000-$5000 this summer
working outdoors for College Pro
Painters.Nowhiringpaintedforernen.
Call Shawn at 627-8442
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positionsavailabiemonthly. BAor BS
degree required. US $18.500$23,400/yr. Accommodation 8 roundtrip airfare provided. Send resume,
copy of diploma, andcopy of passport
to: Bok Ji Corporation, Chun Bang
Bldg., 151-13 Samsung Dong, Kang
Nam Gu, Seoul, Korea 135-090TEL:
01182-2-555-JOBS(5627)FAX.01182-2-552-4FAX(4329)
SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE:
JCC
JACOB
AND
ROSE
GROSSMANDaycampoftheJewish
Community Centers of Greater
Boston, Camp Nurse, Special Needs
Counselors, Waterfront Staff, Senior
Counselors, Staff foranOhodoxUnit.
Specialists in the Following Areas:
Campcraft.
Dance,
Fishing,
Gymnastics, Karate, Nature, Sports,
Wrestling. Call Leslie Zide or Stu
Silverman at 617-244-5124

HELP WANTED
:or home therapy session for
)reschoolerw/PDD.Training Behavior
Modification provided. 4-12 hrs/wk.
h y c h maior preferred. Car. Call
Sandy 508474-4945
SENIORS!! LEARN WHILE YOU
EARN
The Ex College's Administrative
Internship is a nine-month paid
position,offersagreatexpcperienceina
uniqueoffice,andis achancetomake
a diftwence.Applicationsare available
now at the Ex College jn.Miner Hall.
For more info, call x3384 and talk to
Kristen. DEADLINE-APRIL10
Retail Clothii
Seeking a part time weekend sales
person. Flexibiliity and creativity are
essential. Excellent growth potential.
Just a short walk from campus. Ask
for Matthew 396-2627 12.7 p.m.
INTERESTED IN MEDIA?
INTERESTED IN poi.rncs?
Going to be a Junior or a Senior?
LEAD A PERSPECTIVES GROUP1
~t'snot too late yet. Call (~3384)01
come by the Ex College, Miner Hall.
~~

~

~~

Summer Internships:
Important work; flexible hours; course
credit. Requirements:exa?llentwritmg
skills; some knowledge, Macintosh.
Stipend: $500 ($5+hrovc?r 17yhrs.)
Contact: Dr. Miles Storfer, Dept. Chilc
Study, w/resume (+ cover letter 01
writing sample) or call 386-5523
Driving babysitter needed
For 9 month old on Thursdays 10-2
Please call Susan 4
2 497-1176
Volunteers needed Ifor food
.
Pantry.
Do good, feel good, take a bag o
food. Call Susan 8 497-1176
Animated instructorsneeded
To present fun science ;activities foi
kids at schools, parties and camps
Needcarand experiencevvith children
Trainingprovided. Part time. Pay: $20,
hr. program. 617-643-ZB6
Need student staying t h r ~
summer to babysit t w , children
~
Age 4 and 1. Located 2 blocks fron
Tufts Campus. Weekend afternoons
occasionally during the week. Wil
pay mr.References 776-0895
CAMP TACONIC
In MA seeks college students and
gradswholoveworkingwithkidsto?
generalcounselors and iristructorsin:
Aquatics, Athletics, Drama. Music,
Am&Crafts,Science,Media,Cooking
and Pioneering. Please call 800-762.
2820
SOMERVILLE SYNAGOGUE
SEEKS SUNDAY SCHOOL
TEACHERS FOR !FALL
Experience with childien, strong
Judaic and Hebrew language
background.K-7 and teens. Resume
(including summer residence) to
PhyllisOsher,TempleBriaiBrith,POl
Central Street, Sommerville 02145.
On public transportation.
HELP WANTED-SYNAGOGUE
ADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANT
Starting summer or fall 1996. 7-10
hourdweek. $7.00/hr. Knowledge 01
Jewish customs and practices
required. Resume (includingsummei
residence) to Director, lemple Bna
Brith, 201 Central Street, Somerville
02145 orcall617-625-0333. Onpublic
transportation.
Travel as a courier and save BIG

S$

Europe: $99-359 RI Aoia:$589-79E
RI S. Ameria$220-499 RT. Mexico
$199 RT. Save 15%on niajor airline!
New York to: Tampa, 'Orlando, St
Pete, Atlanta, and Chicago. NOM
voyager. (212)431-1616.

Earn up to $121)/wk
Donating sperm. Must be a heaith)
male between 19-34 8 !Y9' or taller
Call the California Cryobank, Inc a'
497-8646 to see if you qualify1
Wanted: a pianiof
to accompany aviolinist in rehearsing
the first movement of the Mendelsohr
violin concerto. About 5 hrs over 4-5
wks. Good pay. If interested, please
call x2692 or 6284634.

Afternoon childcare needed cb2.
3 afternoons a w e e k including
Wednesdays, in home close to
Tufts. 2 children, ages 9 and 12.
Driver's license prefeirred,to pick
up one child at school.
Experience with children
preferred. SGlhr, negotiable. Call
Karen or Phil at 62&T158 if
interested. Available immediately
with option to continue next year

Lost &
Found

Summer Opportunities
MusikerTwrs and SummerDiscovery
are looking for our student travel
programs and/or our pre-college
enrichmentprograms. Applicantsmust
be21 yearsoldbyJune15.1996.We
need mature, hardworking, energetic
individuals who can dedicate 4-7 wks
this summer working with teenagers.
One of our tour directors will be
interviewino on Fridav. A ~ r i l12. in
Boston. Fo; more infohat/on. call 1516-621-0718.

Still haven't found what you're
looking for?
Found: long blk coat, Aber-Fitch hat
tennis racket, gray scarf, graj
sweatshirt, Beethoven music bk
Timberland boots, wool hat. 2 prs
glasses, Nadine McSpadden video
gray 1-shirt, gloves, jeans, NY hat
Claim by 4/20 in Aidekman 109 o
Secunty after 5 p.m.

Summer Camp Counselors
for Jewish, Zionist, coed teen camp in
NewYorkon Delaware River. General
Counselors. lifeguards,sports, crafts,
dance, drama, outdooreducation,and
other specialist positions available.
Call Camp Tel-Yehudah 1-800-970-

Lose anything in M d e W
Cohen this winter?
Found: blk and purple polar fleece,
CD's, blkscarf. long-sleeveblueshirt,
silver necklace, squash racket. P. Ellis
glasses, stereo. brown shoes, NME
class folder, Early Mu!jic Ensemble
binder, Blues notebk.Claim by4/20 in
Aidekman 109or Securnvafter 5 am.
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by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
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Around Campus
Today

Sam MaGuire’s Bar & Tavern. 9
p.m.
-

ACT
Raising Awareness of Anti-Asian
Violence. Showing of “Who Killed
Vincent
Chin”
(running
continuously).
Campus Center Lobby. 10-4 pm.

Sophomore Class Council
Elections for Fall Semester.
Campus Center, Large Conference
Room. 6 p m .

University Chaplaincy

by Bill Amend

FoxTrot

r
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IN THE DRIVEWAY.

Earthshoe

TABLECHAPLAIN’S
DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY:
CAN TUFTS HAVE BOTH?
“Hispanic Students at Tufts: Who
Are We?” SPEKERS: Ruben Salinas
Stern, Coord., Hispanic Amer. Ctr.;
Maribel Lara, LA’99; Maritza
Tavarez, LA’99; Erika Suarez,
LA’99; Vivian Baez, LA’97.
MacPhieConferenceRoom.5-7 p.m.

Live Music.
Sam MaGuire’s Bar. 9 p.m.-12:30
a.m.

Filipino Cultural Society
Elections and Ice Cream Party!
Carmichael Lounge. 9:30 p.m.

Tomorrow

University Chaplaincy

by Scott Adams

Dilbert
-

-

TODAY GJAS A BAD DAY.
FIRST THE VENDING

MACHINE STOLE. M y
MONEY. . .

4

0
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. .AND BY THE END OF
THE DAY I HAD BEEN
SENTENCED TO DEATH BY
THE DIRECTOR OF HUMAN
T-? RESOURCES...

TOTALLY

FOR TOMOR-

NEWS!

IN 5 1 9 -

~~

Non Sequitur

by Wiley

NOON HOUR CONCERTS An All
Carreno Program PERFORMED
BY: Carmen Rodriguez-Peralta,
Piano.
Goddard Chapel. 12:30-1 p.m.

Internship Information
Meeting for Students Planning Fall
or Summer Internships.
Bromfield-Pearson 03. 12:30 p.m.

Arts House

Tufts Hillel

Salon.
37 Sawyer Av. 7-9.

Generation Shabbatwith Story teller.
Hillel Center. 6 p.m.

Women’s Collective

Film Series

Movie: The Date Rape Backlash.
Olin 12. 5-6 p.m.

Film: Ghostbusters.
Barnum 008.9:30 and Midnight.

Office of Women’s Programs

Office of Women’s Programs

Men and Violence Against Women:
Cultural Contexts.
Cabot 205. 7-8:30.

Film “What’s Love Got To Do With
It?’
Capen House. 5:30-8 p.m.

James Levine

Arts House

James Levine Presents a Gospel
Music Experience. Gospel music
performance with Guest Choir and
Musicians.
Goddard Chapel. 7:30 p.m.

Food Art.
37 Sawyer Av. 7-9.

MIDNIGHT CAFE
What the goat say when it lost its

EARTHSHOE

farmed?
Oxfam. I O p m - 1 a.m.

Playing Live Thursday Night.

Weather Report
by J.P. Toomey

Sherman’s Lagoon

TODAY

I

TOMORROW

Clouds with sun

I

Pleasant, sunny
High: 63; Low: 50

High: 52; Low: 41

I

.

The Daily Commuter Crossword

Dinner Menus
THAT SCRAMELED WORD GAME

b Hanri Arnold and Mik. brgirion
Unscramblelhesetour Jumbles,
one letter to each square. to form

DEWICK-

CARMICHAEL

MACPHIE

four ordinary words.

I

HOW THE 4TREET
VENVOR MAVE
HI5 MONEY,

I

J

Now arrange tlfb circled letters to

form the surprise answer. as sup
gested by the above cartoon
Answer :HE
yesterday~s

I

lzmEDJrnrn

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: FUROR COLIC JACKAL CANYON
Answer:

What Ihe foreman thought of Ihe ranch
AN ‘OK‘ CORRAL
hands work

-

.Java chicken breast
w/ peanut sauce
*Roastbeef
.Chicken rosarita
.Jerk rubbed pork
chop
.Tofu stir-fry
-Tuscan rice &
beans
*Whippedpotatoes
IZuchini
.Lowfat marble
cheesecake

Chicken
pineapple
.Soft bean curd wl
veggies
-Shrimp egg roll
.Pork char su
*Sirloin tips
Cheese ravioli
.Steamed rice
-Texas potatoes
.Japanese veggies
.Green beans
.Asst. turnovers

Quote of the Day
“Better by far that you should forget and smile
Than that you should remember and be sad.”
-Christina Georgina Rossetti
Late Night at the Daily

ACROSS
1 Complain
fretfully
5 Annoying one
9 Concern
13 Lab gel
14 Tropical plant
15 Former term of
address
16 Choice
18 Letter from
Greece
19 Molars
20 Baron, e.9.
22 Corn unit
24 Genuine
25 European
capital
28 Worn away
32 Author Ayn
33 Ballet painter
36 Story
37 Onassis. to pals
38 Fre-;h coin
39 I Adrid aunt
40 ”.- Rhythm”
42 Reef
44 Panetta of
Washington
45 Musical works
for nine
47 Exile
49 Clumsy boats
51 Lair
52 Informs
56 Meeting place in
old Greece
60 Juan or Evita
61 Talked
64 Unevenly
nbtched
65 Dorothy‘s dog
66 Glided
67 Impolite
68 Graceful bird
69 Hamilton bills

-

DOWN
1 Membersofa
Play
2 Critic James
3 Raspy breath
4 Claim falsely
5 Butter unit
6 Whitney 6r
Wallach
7 Shortly

Yesterday’sPuzzle solved:
8 Caruso or Lanza
9 King Arthur’s
place
10 Attention-getting
sound
11 Latvian city
12 Abba of Israel
15 Energy or
plexus start
17 African nation
21 Stingers
23 Fishing pole
25 Key -, FL
26 Hamburger
garnish
27 Robin’s home
29 Librarian’s tool
30 T.S.
31 College head
32 Shower
34 Sticky stuff
35
Lang Syne”
41 Garden flower
42 Inquires
43 Guided
44 Lengthiest
46 Threefold

-

--

w11/96
V

48 Kind of fuel
50 Religious
divisions
52 Mime
53 Lima’s country
54 Urge

55 Reveal
57 Heraldry bearing
58 Totals
59
Guide
62 One -time
63 Heavy weight
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Goddard Chapel, Tufts University
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Free A d m i s s i o n
I n f o : 666-3532!
7:30 PMI

